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AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Stock Breeders' Associât loo.
Ever since the movement for the or
vB. U f· ">NKS·
gauization of local co-operative breeders'
association» began in this state about
Dentist.
two years ago, there has been a growing
mains.
sentiment in favor of organizing a State
SOK'AY.
Live Stock Breeders' Association. This
iTtr-9 to ia-110 4.
0(£«·.■
sentiment has finally crystallized into
action on the part of the local bieeders'
ϊ <»¥iTU,
associations endorsing such a proposition, and at the Farmers' Week Course
V'orney at Law,
held at the University of Maine recently
MAINE,
V
one hour was set apart for the discussion
Collection» » Specialty. of the
y,
proposition.
At that meeting there were in attendsome
ance
of the moet progressive breedPABK.
A
;
ers of live stock in the state, and the
^orneye at Law,
full hour was spent in discussing the adMAINS
visability of organizing the association
-t,
t'«
and ways and means for carrying out the
Cilery C- Part
tîerrick.
a
plan. The real purpose of such an association would be to bring about more
cordial relations between the breeders of
live stock in the state, so that a more
thorough campaign of work could be
carried on than has been possible in an
St., Norway, Me.
unorganized condition. It was pointed
out by those who discussed the plan
that an association of this character
could do much toward increasing the
general interest in improving the live
stuck in the state, also In calling the attention of prospective purchasers to the
quality of the stock already being produced in Maine. It could also, and uni'ipe Repairing, Lead doubtedly would have a watchful eye in
behalf of legislation that would encourid Iron.
age the live stock business.
A committee was appointed consisting
T«t«, hoe· 134-11.
of Leon S, Merrill, Augosta; B. W.
Evans, North Bridgton; C. L. Pike, Labec; C. Κ Leland, Mechanic Falls; and
-DO
j. V\
C. L. Jones, Corinna, to make arrangements for holding a meeting for the purthe association.
pose of organizing
Four members of this ooromittee beiug
present, an executive session was im>tr««t, rear Maaonio Block,
mediately called and it was decided to
NORWAY. hold a meeting at Watervllle on the 14th
Connection.
day of April to consider the advisability
of organizing a State Live Stock Breed
ers' Association. All breeders of live
stock, whether it may be cattle, horses,
sh^ep or swine, are most cordially invited to be present. If those who are
unable to attend the meeting and would
like to become charter members of the
association would address a letter to the
chairman of the committee, Leon S.
Merrill, Augusta, stating that fict, it
would be greatly appreciated.
In the opinion of the committee the
organization of this association will sup
ply a long felt want, and it is hoped that
it will appeal to you in the same light.
A programme will be prepared for this
meeting and later a notice of the same,
together with the place and hour at
which it will held, will be given through
•h Paris, Maine.
the newspapers of the state.
Are you interested in the move? If
so, suggestions in relation to the programme for the day or plan of organization would be welcomed by the committee.
JJ-
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iMULER,

Builders' Finish I
w! ,'urulsh DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Sue or .style ·ι reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If
-rant of any kind of Finish for Inside ot
Onu
work, «end In your orders. Pine Lum
ber x2
«hlof les on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
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and Job Work.

Sheathing for Sale.

(UA^DIiKR,

W.

WcstSuaaer,

Maine.
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Spruce

and fir.

For sale

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.
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OPTOMETRIST.

PARMENTER, Optician.
Norway, Maine.

A. O. LORD,
15 yeirs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work
Uuaranteed.

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
«en*,

hatches,
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clocks
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With Dr. farmenter,

Norway.

Maine.

Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
(irand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,

43^

Bryant's

Pond, Me.

Gut Flowers, Plants, Ferns,
AT
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E.
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CROCKETT,

Easteiii steamship Company.
t'lnt Claaa Far*

fl.OO.
Mattraoau fl.OO.
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN aod
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLEY
!«a»e Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
day· at 7 p. m., for Boston.

Returnln»

Leave Union Wharf, Boston,
for Portland.

days at 7 p.
Through

ticket· on aale at
railroad atationa.

week
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freight rate· aa low aa other line·.
J. F. L1SCOMB, General
Agent,

y
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Democrat.

Portland, Me.

Boys'

and Clirls' Club*.

One way in which agricultural educa
tion l>as made rapid strides during the
past decade has been through organized
At the
clubs of farmer boys and girls.
present time there are over 150,000 boys
and girls in agricultural clubs in the
United States. There are Corn Clnbs,
Potato Clubs, Small Grain Clubs, Garden Clubs, Poultry C!ubs, Swine Clubs,
Hbeep Clubs, Cattle Clubs, Domestic
Clubs in various branches and many
others, the nature of the club depending
on the particular work the youag people wish to take up.
Many of these clubs are carried on in
cluse relation to school work, other·» under supervision and assistance similar to
that which might be furnished by the
State College of Agriculture or the State
Department of Agriculture.
The methods aud means of work in a
club depend on circumstances. In a
Corn Club the members might begin
with seed selection, germination tests of
a few ears and then plaut a small plot
from the seed selected and tested and
exhibit the results at a grange field day
The whole plan leads to the
or a fair.
study of seed, soil and cultivation, meetings being held occasionally for lectures
aod discussions.
The opportunities for club work in
Maine and the benefits of such work to
Maine boys aud girls, and to Maine Agriculture, have been talked about in this
Now the Department of Agristate.
culture is ready to investigate the conro insisting in th«
a view
with
ditions
organization of a few clubs.
Those iuterested should write to A S.
Cook, Assistant Dairy Instructor, Augusta, Maine.
Don't be Scared.
those Pacitic laud «peculaJust
tors bave succeeded iu raising a tuighty
eastern
iu
circles
over
tbe
iiaruj
cl liuied advantages of a Tew limited
valieys of ttiac section oftbecmotry for
the proluc'iou of apples and for tht?
claimed superiority of the same over
what we are producing here. So far
their scheme is working admirably in
meeting the object they have in view,
and some of our fruit growers are actually growing timid over tbe situation as It
is being held up to view by these proone
Before aoy
fessional boomers.
loses his head over this business, as it is
being held up to view, remember that
land speculation i· the motive prompting all this noise. A gentleman In high
standing, of whose reliability we can
vouch, has just returned from the famed
"Hood River Valley," which the boomers are using to such advantage, and he
s ates that this fruit growing section is a
valley, hemmed in by the mountains,
and is only two miles wide by ten in
length. Is this anything for eastern
fruit growers to be led astray over?
Now, at the opening of the year 1910
we want you to remember that the
Maine Farmer lays down tbe claim to its
readers that there is nothing in this
Pacific States fruit business to shake the
faith of any present or prospective eastern
fruit grower in the business. When this
land speculation boom has passed it will
scarcely be realized there is any Pacific
fruit in the markets.— Maine Parmer.
nuw

Take Care of the Orchards.
We have no desire to discourage any
plan looking to the betterment of agricultural conditions in the state of Maine,
and we certainly hope that the agricultural department will get a whole lot
enough interested to plant an acre of
apple trees the coming spring, but we
could not help but think the other day
as we rode from the quiet but pleasant
village of East Wintbrop, down the line
to East Monmouth, what a sad neglect is
going on all over our state with the apple trees already set. With tbe two exceptions the farms of Clement à Taylor
and Geo. M. Goodale, we failed to âud a
single person who indicated any interest
in their orchards by what they are doing
in them. Almost every farm on that
road has a very large orchard. There
are thousands and thousands of trees in
with the
a ride of a very few miles, but
two exceptions noted they are being
in
sadly neglected, and this too, right
tbe moet fertile and beet section of one
of Maine'· beat agricultural town·.
The light of tbeae old decaying orchards i· anything but inspiring and we
in the
hope «orne law will be enacted
handling of the brown tail moth menace
to compel the owner· of tree· to either
them down.
care for them or cat
Of course tbe roadsides with one .or
these neglected
two exceptions along
farmsteads are allowed to grow up to
wild buahe·, not only ahowiog a very
slack condition of affair· but offering
the very best place· for the developFarm and
ment of the moth·.—Turf,

Home.

The Farm as a Social Asset.
To a professional man who delights lo
social intercourse, bat neither smokes,
drinks, plays cards, nor tells a story
well, a farm is a necessity. From my
own experience I can scaroely see how
I ever managed to get along without one.
Where formerly I was unable to keep
up my end at all in company, now I
have only to mention husbandry and I
Sod myself the center of interest, or
rather I find my subject one which
everybody turns to. Men, or if in a
mixed company, men and women, gather
about me or draw tbeir chairs in a close
circle, examine my map of the farm, inquire concerning the orchard, the pines,
me long meadow, the south bill lot, and
the lonesome oak, look at my photographs, listen to my explanations about
the fences and the timber, handle
my rolls of canoe birch bark, and examine several quarts of sample soil
which I collected last summer. It is
wonderful how much agricultural enthusiasm can be worked up among town
people in a half hour, while a whole
evening will plant a colony.
My wife has ber innings, too. Timid
ladies look at her in astonishment when
she tells them that she actually stays
alone with the children on eighty-five
acres of land, romps with them in the
the
grass, tramps with them through
woods, and walks with them by moon-

light,

with

never

a

fear of

robbers,

bears, or wildcats. When they stay to
dinner, which happens frequently, and
we have real wild berries, picked by our
own hands, from bushes along the bedge
rows in our own fields, canned at the

farm bouse over a wood fire and
express without breaking,
then I am importuned for information
concerning other farms that may be purchased in that neighborhood, and if 1
were a land agent, I could do a big business selling farms to those people while
they are under the spell. Really there
is nothing like it, this passion for land
ownership.—Albert C. M ay ham, Orange
Co., Ν. Y., in Country Qentleman.
old

shipped by

The Trypeta a Menace.
Twenty-five years ago there were but
few orchards here infested by the try-

verman
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lion dollars!" cried a man excitedly
"Nothing on earth could lire in that

Β|ί Chapter
&£j 30

TO

eea !"

"What are they going to do?" asked

Carroll.

Carroll's delight, Orde returned

unexpectedly
thnt

lute

the woods
He was so
that she wel-

from

eight.

busy these days

comed auy chance to see him.
After breakfast Carroll accompanied
her husband to the front door. When
they opeued It a blast of air rushed
In, whirling some dead lea res with It
"1 guess the fine weather's over,"
said Orde, looking up at the sky.
A dull lead color hod succeeded the
soft gray. The heavens seemed to
have settled down closer to the earth
Whirlwinds scurried among the dead
teaves ou the lawns, chasing them
madly around In circles.
"Winter's coming," shivered Carroll.

Carroll reeolved to take a drive, as
She
she enjoyed blustery weather.
etopi>ed for Mlna OelnzmuD. and the
two walked around to the stable, where
the men harnessed old Prince Into the

peta. Now the pest is found in every
(n some orchards most of the phaeton.
orchard,
fruit is ruined by these insects. Unless
They entered Main street, where
some action is taken there will be no
there was a great banging and clang«ale for our apples in the near future.
ing of swinging signs and a few loose
If one farmer keeps bis drop apples
shutters. All the sidewalk displays or
apples picked and his near neighbor vegetables and other goods bnd been
neglects his, tbe fiies will breed and intaken In. and the doors, customarily
fest both orchards.
wide opeu. were now shut fast.
There should be a law compelling tbe
"1 wonder where all the farmers'
of fruit trees to keep tbeir
owners
ground free of infested fruit. Some wagons are?" marveled the practical
farmers tell me that it doos no good to Mlna. "Surely they would not stay
keep tbe apples picked up. For orchards home Saturday afternoon Just for this
where tbe early varieties are grown this
wind!"
may be true as the maggot develops in a
Opposite Ruiidall's hardware store
short time in soft apples and-leaves the
her curiosity quite mastered her.
into
the
and
ground.
goes
apple
"Do stop!" she urged Carroll. "1
I have an orchard somewhat isolated,
consisting of Spys and Nodheads. Tbe wont to run In and see what's the mattrypeta is very food of these sorts, and ter."
the orchard is favorably situated for the
She was gone but a moment and refiy, being warm and protected from turned. her eyes sblulng with exciteall
of
winds. From tbe first
September
meut.
tbe drop apples are picked as often as
"Oh. Carroll." she cried, "there are
than ten per
Less
weeks.
two
in
once
three vessels gone ashore ofT the piers!
cent of the apples grown In this orchard
Everybody's gone to see."
are iufested. The winter varieties should
"We'll
be separated from the early sorts by a
"Jump In," said Carroll.
distance of at least a hundred rods.— drive out. Perhaps they'll get out the
Cor. Maine Farmer.
life suving crew.**
Carroll drove straight ahead uutll
Prince stood at the top of the plank
Spreading Manure as Made.
road thut led down to the bathhouses.
1 started two years ago to spread maHere she pulled up.
nure as made, not because of any advice,
Carroll sow the lake, slate blue and
but from observation. I bad a few cows
that were staked out on the second crop angry, with whitecap|>ed billows to
and thought nothing the limit of vUiou.
after mowing,
Along the shore
more about it; in the spring I was thinkwere row* aud rows of breakers, leapand
the
land,
of
grass
top-dressing
ing
ing. breaking and gathering again.
did so—but while doing so I noticed
These did uot look to l»e rery large
several round clumps of grass, and in
until she uoticed the l win piers reachsome instances it was six to eight inches
out from the river's mouth. Each
was about one
main
lug
tbe
while
crop
high,
inch; I knew in a moment that was tbe billow as It came In rose sullenly above
place where (he cows had been staked them, broke tempestuously to overout, and tbe tall grass tbe result of the
whelm the eutlre structure of their
droppings.
ends and ripped inshore along their
Now I figured that, if those dropieugths, the crest submerging as it ran
pings lay there all winter and showed every foot of the massive structures.
on
were
manure
put
such results, if the
"Look there—out farther!" pointed
fresh from tbe cow and lay all winter,
then wheel harrowed or plowed in, tbe Mlna.
Three little toy ships—or so they
result would be about the same, on
either corn or hay. I treated my corn seemed compared to the mountains of
Held that way last winter, and did not water-lay broadside to Just Inside the
put one ouuee of commercial fertilizer farthest Hue of breakers. Two were
in; and fitted my ground in tbe spring, sailing schooners
These had been
knd you should have seen my corn grow!
their beam ends, their
on
thrown
This corn was said to grow 20 feet high,
masts pointing at an augle toward the
and I suppose it would bave doae so,
Each wave broke iu a deluge
but as it was, without fertilizer, we beach.
af water that covered their hulls commade 10 to IS feet, and filled a silo 25
by 13 feet from 3 12 acres. This satis- pletely from sight. With a mighty
fied us.—Cor. Country Uentleman.
suction the billow drained away, carrying with it wreckage. The third vesThe shoreWe do not realize bow rapidly con- sel was a steam barge.
euraptics <0 this country is approaching ward side of her upper works had
production. Thirij year* ago tbe New given away first, so now the Interior of
York Central erected four graiu 'le- her stateroom· and saloons was exvators. Lately, these became worn out
posed to view as in the cross section
and the road decided to build new ones,
of a model shi».. Over her. too. the
over
tbe
but becoming apprehensive
wares hurled themselves, each
market, decided mere-

dwindling export

ly to repair tbem. Even that appropriation has just been cancelled, and the
Huflalo grain thrown into public elevator*. These are not more than onehalf full. This is a significant item. If
tlie growers of grain have reached the
m&ximum yield or found a more profitable field tor their activities the danger
otherwise to be feared is removed. Until this is made certain there ia demandai an earnest effort to awaken both to
tbe responsibilities and opportunities
directly in our path.—Maine Farmer.

great
carrying

π» ay its spoil.
"Poor fellows!" cried Mlna.
"What?" asked Carroll.

the first opportunity means a loss of
several days in getting in a orop. Let
If we
us be on hand with the season.
have been hibernating during tbe winter
like the frog, we bad better wake up
and stir around some now.—Farm Journal.

should not oontain
than eleven eggs, for when a larger
number is given the hen can not sufficiently cover tbem to impart tbe necesare
sary warmth. When too many eggs
placed in the nest, those on tbe outer
of
edge are not apt to get tbe amountand
heat required to develop the germ
forth the chick.—Farm Journal.

March settings

more

bring

Many who keep poultry overlook tbe
importance of grit. Lack of grit means
few eggs. À load of
poor digestion and
gravel near tbe chickens' home would
improve tbe health and Increase tbe egg

yield on many a farm. I know it i·
claimed tbat tbe grit of commerce I· the
best, but the gravel i· good enough
material. If you have never tried it you
will be surprised bow fast it will disin a box where the
appear when placed
hens can belp themselves.—Farm Jour-

jects.

"Are

those
men
up the
masts?" she

nal.

A letter juat received from a farmer in
central Maine states, "I am convinced
that we muat grow more corn and propose to put in five acre·, though I
haven't grown any for twenty years."
Thia is the gospel of regeneration as applied to agriculture ana this tbe situation all over Maine, thanks to tbe work
done by tbe State Dairy Association and
Department of Agriculture. The ooming season will witness a tremendous increase in acreage in flint oorn and a consequent reduction in grain bills.—Maine
Farmer.

erled.

She set "Prince
lu motion toward

the beach.
At the foot of
the bluff the

plank

road ran
out Into the deep
sand.
Through
this the phaeton
made Its
way

"A rt those men up the heavily. Already
master'
the beach was
The
strewn with pieces of wreckage.

crowd Ruthcrod at the pier comprised
fully'half the population of Monrovia.
It centered ubout the life saving crew.
A
whose mortar was being loaded.

stove-ln lifeboat mutely attested the
When the
failure of other eflforta.
preparations were finished their chief
aimed the mortar and pulled the
The dnrt with It* trailer of

string

Une rose on η long, graceful curve.
Rut the resistance of
The reel sang.
(he wind and the Hue early made Itself
felt. Slower aud slower hummed the
reel.
By a good 300 yards the shot
failed to carry over the vessels.
•There's Mr. Bradford," said Carroll. waring her hand. '^Couldn't they
she
the lifeboats out to them Γ

get

asked as be

"Pio."

approached.

a Une
"But surely they will never get
with the mortar!" said Carroll
short Γ
"That last shot fell so far
λ do»"They know It They've shot

over

en

times."

river
this moment from the
visible
of black smoke became
hill that ran
over the point of sand
darted
down to the pier. A smokestack
and came to
Into view, slowed down
river channel.
rest well Inside the
the swell.
There It rose and fell on
The crowd uttered a cheer.
a

At
trail

"Come and see whafa

up," suggested

Standing in the barn will «poil a horse
than good steady work. When
you see bis legs begin to stook up, hurry

Bradford.
and led
He hitched Prince to a log
the way to the pier.
the
The Sprite was lying close under
leanengineer,
tha
negro
Harvey,
pier.

Crd

door, smoking his pip·.
"I womldn't go oat there for a mil·

sooner

and get him to work at aometblng, if it
is nothing more than exercising in the
Keep that nn till yon
every day.
ve some real businées to ao.—Farm

Journal.

ed

against

vessels."

Bradford turned abruptly and brush

ed toward the tup. followed by Carroll
and Mina. At the edge of the pier
was the tup's captain. Mnrsb. listening
half
to earnest expostulation by a
dozen of the leading men of the town,
among whom were both Newmark and
Orde.
"Gentlemen."

the slil of his little aquare

I

when the wave lifted her. Just la the
poeitloo ber enemy would bare selected to crush her life oot against tbe
cribs. Slowly tbe tug rose against its

shoulder, was lifted onward, poised,
und then wltb a swift forward thrust
tbe wave broke, smothering tbe pier
and lighthouse beneath tons of water.
▲ low. agonized wail broke from tbe
crowd. And then—and then—over beyond tbe pier tbej saw gliding a battered black stack from which still poured defiantly clouds of gray smoke.
Tbe Sprite was safe.
"I wonder If she got the line aboard,"
speculated tbe tugboat captain at last
Tbe crowd surged over to the piers
again. Below them rose and fell tbe
Sprite. Ail (he fancy scrollwork of ber
upper works, the cornice of her deck
bouse, the light rigging of ber cabin,
had disappeared. The tall smokestack

we'd recovered a little."
Newmark
"Recovered."
repeated
coldly. "T don't see what 'recovered'
has to do with It. If the mill burned
down we'd rebuild, wouldn't we? Aud
as we're making $15,000 a year out of

freighting It seems to me too good
business to let slip into other hands."
"I suppose so." agreed Orde.
"Therefore I had to act without
you," Newmark finished.
"Of course." agreed Orde drearily.
our
a

bent awry.
At sight of Marsb tbe crowd set up
He paid no attention. One of
a yell.
tbe life saving men tossed a mooring
line ashore. It was seized by a dozen
"Joe," replied Orde, "T-I don't think
men. Then for tbe first time somebody
I'll stay downtown this morning. 1"—
noticed that, although the tug bad
Newmark glanced up keeuly.
come to a standstill, ber screw was
"You don't look well," said he; "kind
still turning slowly over and over, bold·
(>f pale around the gills; bilious."
erratic
tbe
strong jerk·
log her against
Orde closed his desk and went out.
was

ualled dowu In the hold where they
can't see uor know what's going on."
Tbe tug had rounded the end of the
pier. The tirst of her thousand enemies. sweeping in from the open, had
struck her fair.
"She can stand that, all right" said
one of the life saving crew. "But waJt
till she drops down to the vessels."
The Sprite was now so distant that
the loom of the great seas swallowed
her from view save when she rose on
the crest of some mighty billow.
"There, she's turned now!" cried
some one.

Beneath the trail of black smoke
she had shifted direction. With startling swiftness the Sprite darted out of
tbe horizon Into full view. For the
first time the spectators realized the
6lze and weight of the seas. Oue moment tbe whole of her deck was visible, tbe next b^r bow alone showed
high as the back suction caught lier
her Into the hollow. A
and
sea

dragged

rose

behind.

Nothing of the tug

to be seen. It seemed that ne»
power conld prevent her being over
Yet somehow always she
whelmed
staggered out of the gulf until she was
again cast forward like a chip
was

ain't catchln' p'ticular
h— at that wheel to hold her from
yawing!" muttered the tug captain.
Tbe Sprite rushed at tbe outer line
of breakers. The combers crested and
fell with a roar. Just as In milder
weather the surf breaks on tbe beach.
A woman In tbe crowd screamed. But

"Maybe they

at 'be edge of destruction the Sprite
shuddering stop, nor powerful propellers had been set to the

reverse. Thus she hovered ofl !he edge
of tbe breakers, awaiting her chance.
If one of the waves should happen to
crest and break, the water, catrhlng
the tug on her flat stern deck, would
Indubitably bury her. The situation
was awful in Its extreme simplicity.
Would Captain Marsh see his opportuulty before tbe law of chances would
bring along the wave that would over-

whelm him?
Two or three of the townsmen walked up and down. One womnn prayed
aloud In short hysterical sentences.
"0 God. save them! 0 Lord. 0

he, "glad we
to push it through with so
little trouble."
Taylor arose, shut carefully the door
Into his outer office, walked to the

window, looked coutemplatlvely out
upon the hotel back yard aud returned
to bis desk.
"But there is trouble," said he curtly.
"What's the matter?" asked Orde.
"The banks refuse the loan."
Orde stared at him In blank astouisb-

"She'll collide !" tome one shrieked

Ing of a slender rope that ran tbrougb
her stern chocks and into the water.
"He got it aboard!" yelled the man.

meut.
"What grounds can they possibly
have for that?"
"It's about the title."
"But 1 thought you weut over the

pointing.

Another cheer broke ont
The life earing crew took

charge.

It was necessary to pass the line
around the end of the pier and back
to the beach. This was a dangerous
Job and one requiring considerable
power and ingenuity, for the strain on
the line imposed by the waters was
terrific, and the breaking seas rendered work on the piers extremely

title."
"I did." stated Taylor emphatically,
"and I'll stake my reputation as a lawyer that everything is straight and
clear from the land office Itself. I've
wired for an explanation, and we
ought surely to know something definite by tomorrow."
For the first time In bis business career a real anxiety gnawed Orde's viHe had been In mauy tight
tals.
places, but somehow heretofore success or failure had seemed lo blin

hazardous.
A number of the curious lingered
Marsh and Orde
about the Sprite.
were In consultation over the smashed
stern. Harvey leaned out his little
square door.
"No," he answered a query. "I
wasn't what you all would call scalrt—
that is, not really ecalrt—Jess a little
ne'vous. All I had to do was to feed

about Immaterial, like points gained
Now the
or conceded in the game.
Property,
game itself was at Issue.
reputation and the family's future
Therefore be awaited
were at stake.
further news with the greatest impa-

tier slabs and listen fob my bell. You
tee, Cap'n Ma'sb, be was In cba'ge."
"No. sir." Captain Marsh was saying
imphatlcally to Lis employer. "1 can't
Igure it out «xcept on one thing. You
iee. it's stove from underneath. A sea
would have smashed it from above.
That last sea must've lifted us bodily
right over the corner of the pier."
"Well, inuybe," assented Orde doubt-

tience.
The message came the following day.
"Land office under Investigation."
"Fraudulent entries susOrde read.

pected."
Taylor glanced up at Orde with

"They simply won't lend money on
an uncertainty." said he.
"Frank." said Orde. rousing himself,
"I've got to be here. I couldn't get

fully.

"Sure thing," repeated Marsh, wltb
conviction.
"Well, you'd better not tell 'em so

1
away If my life depended on It.
want you to go to California and look
after those interests for me. Make
what arrangements you please, but go.
It'll be like a sort of vacation to you.
And I'll make It worth your while.
Take Clara with you. Now, straighten
It out as quick as you can. Borrow
that money on it and send it on

unless you wuut to rnuk In with old
man Ananias," ended Orde.
The wild and picturesque work of
The line had
rescue was under way.
been successfully brought to the left
of the lighthouse. To It had beeu at-

tached the rope und to that the heuvy
cable. These the crew of the schooner
bud dragged out and made fast to α
The shore eud passed over u
mast.

q."
Taylor hesitated.

p. d.

bar.
Marsh had chosen his moment with
exactitude. Ile had taken advantage
of the brief lull of jumbled seas after
the "three largest waves" had swept
by. Yet In shallow water and with

the strong Inshore set even that lull
The Sprite was
was all too short
staggered by the breakers; her speed
was checked; her stern was dragged
She tore herself from the
around.
In a
grasp of the current Knveloped
blinding hall of spray, she struggled
des|>erately to extricate herself before

the resumption of the larger seas
should roll ber over to destruction. Already these larger seas were racing In
from the o|»en.
Tar out In the lake against the tumbling hurlxon Carroll saw heave up for
mighty
a second the shoulder of a
And Instinctively she perceived
wave
tills wave as a deadly enemy of the
little tug and saw It bending all Its
great euergle« to hurrying In on time
to catch the victim In?fore It could es-

Her whole being was concencape.
trated In a continually shifting calculation of the rcMiKH-tlve distances between the tug and the piers, the tug
and the relentlessly advancing wave.
"Oh. go!" she exhorted tbe Sprite
umler her brvath.
Huge and towering, tbe wave cauie
The
ou now calmly and deliberately.

Sprite

was

off Um and of tbe pier

"All

right,"

he said

at last.
"Good!" cried Orde. rising and holding out bis band. He made bis way to
the office of the Welton Lumber com-

When the cable was
scissors.
the breeches buoy was put
Into commission, und before long the
first member of the crew was hauled
ashore, plunging In and out of the
waves as the rope tightened or slackHe was a flaxen haired Norened.
wegian. The crew and Its volunteers
Carroll und Mlna
worked quickly.
tall

tightened

pany.
"Look here, Welton." be demanded
abruptly when he had reached that
operator's private office, "how much of
a
cut nre you going to make this

year?"

"About 20.(100.000." replied Welton
stayed until dusk and after, watching "Why?"
the long heavy labor of rescue. The
"Just figuring on the drive." said
women making the hot coffee found
Orde. uoddlng a farewell.
their services becoming valuable. Big
He then drove to the offices of all (he
fires of driftwood were Ignited. They men owning timber on the river. When
were
useful for light as well as
warmth.
Orde discovered the two girls and
drew Carroll one side.
"You'd better go home now, sweetheart," said he. 'Eobby '11 be.^altlng
for you."
j
"I suppose so," she assented. "But
Whose veshasn't it been exciting?
sels were they, do you know?*
Orde glanced at her strangely.
"They were ours," said be.

-I'm y»lng to mt that whole 40,000.000.''

OltDK

mounted

the

office

be had collected bis statistics he returned to bis desk, where lie tilled the
backs of several envelopes with his
characteristically minute ligures. He
nodded Ills bend vigorously.
"Joe." he called across to his partner. "I'm «oing to cat that whole 40,·
000,000 we bave left."
"Do you think you can do It? It's
two years' work."
"Sure thing." replied Orde. TheD to
himself be added. "I've got to."

stair*

next day with a very heavy
step. The loss of the North
8tar and of the two schoouers
meant a greut deal to him at that time.
"I can't understand why Floyd started," said Orde. "He ought to know
better than to face sure prospects of u
fall blow. I'll tan hie soul for that,
i

all right"
"I'm partly
mark.

responsible."

You see that 8mlth & Mab-

loss on the cargo of
"uppers" represented $20,(KX) lu mouey
As for the North Star and her conThe

save for the Insurance, they
simply eliminated. The loss of
$60,000 or so on theiu. however, did
were

payment of the notes which

were now

to come due.
Orde disappeared for a week, hlrf
organizing abilities claimed for the
distribution of the road crews. When
be returned to the office Newmark
showed him contracts for the construcsoon

tion of three new vessels.
"1 get them for $55.000," said he.
"wltb $30,000 of It oo long time."
"Without
consulting me!" cried

Orde.
Newmark explained that b« Md real-

0UDË

was fighting for his very
life. The notes given by Newmark & Orde would come due
beginning the following summer.
Before that time Orde. must be
tble to meet them personally or his
stock In the Boom company would be
turned In to the firm. This would of
course spell nearly a total loss of lc
I

sorts.

not mean a diminution of the compa
ny's present cash resources to that
amount and so did not Immediately
affect Orde'a calculations as to the

water.

Instantly after the first break Orde
had commenced running out over the
booms from the shore.
"Good boy. Tom!" he shot at North
Across the Jam he hurried to where

the pile driver lay. Captain Aspinwall
examined the supports of the derrick
on deck.
"That was lucky." said Orde briefly.
"'Stove you in?"
"I—I dou't think so." replied the captain.

cried the captain.
"What's the matter?" asked Orde.
"It Isn't safe." replied the captain,
"and I don't intend to risk my men
"
or my driver
Orde. with a snort of anger. seized
the man und thrust him bodily over
the side to the bank
"Safe, you white livered skunk:" he
roared. "Safe! Go over In the middle
of fbat ten acre lot and lie down on
your face and see If you feel safe
Get out. the whole pack of
there!
"

I'm in charge here now
Aspinwall picked himself up
"Get off my driver!" be snarled

you!

Be lU*d constantly (n the wood»
himself baffled as to the purpose of
l'be
ο Hi ce
the lund
Investigation
whole affair appeared to be tangled In
technicalities and a snarl of red tape
Orde did not much care for this delay
He saw his way clear to meeting his

obligations without the necessity of
hypothecating the California timber
better pleased for it
With the break up of spring he proceeded confidently with the largest

and

was

the

drive in tb* history of the river, a
matter of over 200,000,000 feet.
The morning of June '2U dawned
clear. Orde drove rapidly to the distributing booms. After a glance at the
river he entered the tiny office und set
about tho examination of the tally
sheets. The foreman, Tom North, entered.

"The river's rising," he said.
muttered
"You're
crazy."

Orde

"There have been no rains reported."
"It's rising." Insisted North.
An hour later Orde walked out over
The water certainly had
the booms.
risen. He called a boy.
"Here. Jimmy." saiîl he, "mark oue
jf these plies and keep track of how

fast the water rises."
The river slowly rose.
"I don't like June floods." Orde told
Tom North "A fellow can understand
an ordinary spring freshet and knows
about how far It will go. but these

floods are so confounded mysterious I can't figure out what's struck
the old stream unless they're having
almighty heavy rains up near headwaters."
By 3 o'clock In the afternoon Jimmy
Powers reported a rise since morning
summer

"This driver Is
"Get out!

Orde.

,

far aa Orde wag concerned.
The chief anxiety under which the
rlverman labored, however, was the
Imminent prospect of losing under the

ns

all the northern peninsula
timber. Now. as the time approached,
be realized that If he could not pay
the notes the firm would certainly it·»
What with the secunable to do so.
ond mortgage dtio two years later and
to be met by Newiunrk. with the out-

mortgage

standing obligations,

with the new en-

requisitioned!"

logs!"

Tom North and

break through they'll go on out to
Lake Michigan and wouldn't be worth
the salvage."
"That's a mighty loug chance." North

commented.

"If tills drive goes out It surely busts
me." replied Orde. "and I'm not taking
even long chances."

A cloudburst In the China creek disheavy
trict followed by continued
rains was responsible for the Increased
water. The evening papers mentioned
this only li.: ldentally. Their columns
were filled with an account of the big
log jam that had formed above the iron
Τ1κ· planing mill's
railroad bridge.

booms had given wt j under pressure,
and the contents had plied downstream against the buttresses.
Orde slept that night at the booms.
The water by morning had crept so far
up the plies that there began to be
danger that It would overflow their
tops. In that case, of course, the logs
In the booms would also run out.
Orde set a crew of men to raising the
height of the piling by tying logs firmly to the bolted timbers utop. This
would talte care of an extra two feet
of water, a two feet beyond all previ-

Another crew stretched
records.
the fifteen loch manlla cables across
the field of logs in order to segregate
them loto several units of mass.
About two hours later the pile drivThe swing was opened,
er moved up.
and the men began to drive clumps of
piles In such a position as to strengthen the swing when the latter should
be shut It was a slow Job. Each pile
had to be taken from the raft at the
stern of the scow, erected Id the "carrier," and pounded Into place by the
hammer raised and let drop In
heavy

the derrick at the bow.
•Long before the task

:vas

finished

fhe logs in the temporary booms had
to
begun to slide atop one another,
cross and tangle, until at last the river
bed Inside the booms was tilled with a
From
jam of formidable dimensions.
beneath It the water boiled In eddies
looking at It, roused himself to

and 11 It don't break before you get
tills s-alng strengthened maybe we can
There's no
hold her where she Is.
earthly doubt that those boom plies
will never stand up when they get the
full pressure of the freshet."
The driver's crew labored desperate
ly, hoisting the piles into the carriage,
tripping the heavy hHmmer, binding
feverishly the clumps of plies together
by means of cables.
Two of the clumps had been placed
and bound when suddenly, with a roar,

the upper booms gave way. projecting
their logs upon the opening and the
driver.
The half dozen members of the crew
were scattered by the winds of a panic
Two or three ttung themselves on their

cried

I've got to save my
some

others of the

the Jam
"Get a cable to the winch!" Orde
shouted at these as soon as they were
"And get Marsh up
within hearing
We've got to
here with the Sprite

crew came

running

get afloat."
lie paid

no

ejected

across

more

attention

to the

crew

few minutes' hard work put the
afloat.
Fortunately Its raft
of piles had not become detached in
the upheaval.
"Tom." said Orde briskly to North,
A

driver

"you know the pile driving business
Pick out your crew aud take charge."
Orde took charge of the situation in
Its entirety, as a geueral might. IΣ ··
North
set
Immediately to driving
clumps each of sixteen piles, bound
to solidity by chains, and so arranged

in angles and slants as to direct the
either
toward
pressure
bank, thus splitting the enemy s powThe small driver owned by the
er.
Boom company drove similar clump·'
here, there and every when· that need
Sevenarose or weakness developed
ty-live men opposed to the weight of
20.000.000 tons of logs and a river of
water the expedients invented by deenormous

termination and desperation.
Orde gave over formal defenses and
threw his energies to saving the weak
l'y
places which rapidly developed.
t η

e

uiwst

t re-

meudous e χ e γι Ions he seemed
but just able to
keep even. IMi-s
quivered, bent
slowly outward
l m m e d lately
before the l>>ys
be h I ml t h e tu
could stir, lie*
pile driver must
do Its work I'.ael;
and forth darte.!
tiie Sprite a η d

of six Inches.
"Tom." said Orde to the old riverman, "I'm going to seud Marsh down
for the pile drivers and some cable."
"What in blazes do you expect to do
with thut?" he lnqujred.
"We may need them," Orde stated,
with conviction. "If those logs ever

sudden activity.
"Get a move on." he advised Captain Aeplnwall of the driver. "If that
jam breaks on us we want to be ready,

ley shipment was important enough to
strain a point for—and it's oDly twenty-four hours or so—and it certainly
didn't look as If It were going to blow
Poor Floyd feels bad enough."
Orde began to appreciate bis circumstances.

tween bis teeth, stood calm, the lever
of his winch in his baud. A short
three feet from the spot on which he
stood the tirst saw log of the many
that might have overwhelmed him
thrust forward Its ugly bead. The
wash of the water lifted the buc^ pile
driver bodily and deposited It with a
crash half on the bank and half In the

"That's good. I'll send over the tug
to help get her afloat. We've got our
work cut out for us now."
"You don't expect me to work my
driver under the face of that Jain!"

[Orde,

said New-

"Your cried Orde.
"Yes.

succeeded In getting the long arm
sturtiHi. The logs, rushing lu buck of
It. hurried It shut. Immediately they
Jammed again und heaped up In a formidable tangle behind the barrier.
Tom North, his little black pipe be-

her sister tug.
the Spray, tow
ing the pile drivers or the strings
Under
of piles.
the frowning de
structlon the
crews had to do
their work. And
If ever a break
utile to keep even
should co m*·
Crushed
Ibero would be no escape.
ind buried, the men would be borue
Εν
:o an unknown grave In the la Le

No*
»ry man knew It Darkness came.
stopped for food.
Morning found no change In the sit
uatlon. The water rose steadily. The
logs grew more aud more restive; the
defenses weaker and more inadequate.
one

[TO

HE CONTINUED. 1

A WORK'S TACT.

ous

Suddenly, without warning, occurred
of those Inexplicable lulls that In-

But the tug swerved and turned on a
across the end of the

com-

miseration.

one

long diagonal

of driving the river.
From Taylor, Orde hiid several comThe lawyer confessed
munications.

"Well, Frauk," eaid

as ever.

ofte»vni»ld the wildest up
Between two wuves the Sprite
darted forward directly for the nearest of the wrocks.
"She'll collider' some one shrieked.

Nevertheless Orde accomplished tbe
He lived constantly In tbe
task.
The Hough Red bad charge
woods.
of tbe banking, where bis aggressive,
brutal personality kept tbe rollwuys
free from congestion. When the drive
started the cut was banked for miles
«long the stream. 40.000.000 feet of It.
The strain over. Orde faced the task

managed

Orde stood on top of a half burled
lop. his entire being concentrated on
the maneuver being executed. Only
New mark apparently remalued as calm

roars.

organization.

the lawyer's office.

Lord!"

terpose

terprlse of the vessels ordered from
Duncan McLeod. Newmark & Orde
would be unable to raise anything like
He fell upon
the necessary amount.
the woods work with unparalleled ferocity. A su le of the 40,000,4(00 feet
remaining of tbe firm's up river holdings. togetlipr wltb the tolls to be collected for driving the river that spring,
would bring Orde through by "tbe skin
•f bis teeth." To cut 40.000,000 feet
even In these latter days of improvements. would be u task to strain to the
utmost every resource of energy and

Newmark turned back to his papers.
From an luner pocket he produced a
ilgar. The cornera of his mouth «lowly curved In u grim smile.
Orde Immediately eel into motion the
machinery of banking to borrow on the
California timber. Taylor took charge
of this, as tlie only man in Monrovia
At the
who bad Orde's confidence.
end of a necessary delay Orde received notice that the west bad beeu beard
He stepped across the ball to
from.

like this!" cried Orde.
'!
thought so." replied Captain
Marsh. "I'll take her out If I can got a
crew. Harvey, step up here."
The engineer hoisted his long figure

Marsh entered the pilothouse.
"Cast off!" he cried. Tbe "Jangler"
called for full speed ahead.
Brave chaps!" said
"Brave chaps!
Dr. McMullen to Carroll. "But. do you
know, to my mind, the bravest of them
all are that nigger and his tlreman

he
have been

the shipyards-nobody would get even
And McLeod Is willing to
a look In.
give us a price to keep his men busy
So, you see. I had to close at once."
"It's a good chance, all right." admitted Orde. "but it never occurred to
me we'd build any more vessels until

a case

saving captain.
"Well, couie on. then."
Captain Marsh shook the band which
Orde, stooping, offered hiin.
"I'li try to bring her back all rifht.
sir," said be.
"To ta- with the tug!" cried Orde
"Bring yourself back!"

lucky

"we
fin la bod.
nble to get the
Job done for «nother year. If that big
Cronln contract goes through-well
you know what that would mean In

to

"Of course."
"I reckon I'll done half to go. too."
said Harvey simply. He swung lightly batrk to the uueasy craft below him.
"1 want α man with me at the wheel,
two to handle the lines and one to Are
for Harvey," said Captain Marsh.
"That's our Job." announced Me life

a

•Otherwise."

said

through the doorway.
"Harvey." said Captain Marsh brisk
ly. "we're goiug to try to get a Hue
It's dangerous.
aboard those vessels.
Will you go?"
"You all goin*. sub?" he asked.

ly been taking advantage of

opportunity.

shouldn't

he crisply, "I'm
take all personal
risks. The ihlng is hazardous, and it's
It's fur him to say
Mr. Orde's tug
whether lie wants to risk her."
"Good Lord. mail, what's the tug In

entirely willing

came to a

"Don't you see them?" queried the
other.
Carroll looked, and lu the rigging of
the sehoonrr she
made out a number of black ob-

The farmer should bustle around in
early spring, order new tool· and fix up
old ones. In many localities tbe blackin
smith Is overburdened
repairing
farmiug tools just at the time when tbe
tools are needed for spring work. Not
having implement· ready for work at

"Haven't yon beard?" cried the oth"This is one of Orde's tups, and
she»* going to try to pet a line to them
er

NUMBER 12.

-

Spoiled a Seen·, but
Soothed the Angry Star.
α pretty story of Modjeska
There
and a new leading woman who was to
play the part of Elizabeth In Schiller'·
dreary play, "Mary Stuart."
The new leading woman, who was
to assume the part of the red haired
sovereign, was a beautiful young person whose acting experience bad been
ΓΗ·

Actress

limited to a few seasons In modern soOn the night of the first
performance, in the most impartant
scene of the drama, where the captive
Mary confronts Elizabeth in FotherlnThe new
gay park, ull was not well.
woman, wearing a wig for the

ciety plays.

leading

first time in her career and looking uncomfortable in the high Elizabethan
ruff, was ill at ease in the beginning,
and, losing one of the chief words and
thereby the meter from her opening
lines, she began to tlounder and soon

"dried up" completely.
This le't Schiller's unhappy Mary
standing In the center of the stage
waiting to be adequately Insulted. But
Elizabeth's mind was a blank, madam
could see that, und, jumping to her

last speech, the curtain was brought
down.
Everybody on the stage was
distressed. Hut instantly the beautiful
as the Irate
young woman, disguised
Elizabeth, rushed to the star's side

and said:
"Dear madam, I am so sorry, but you
know you do look so lovable in this
to say
part It was Imiiosslble for me

those terrible things to you!"
exFor a second there was a mixed
then
pression on Modjeska's face, and
she forgivingly patted the speaker's
cheek and walked

away.—Metropolitan

faces; one lea|>ed Into the river. Immi- Magazine.
nent destruction seemed upon them.
Tom North at the winch that operA Question of Time.
ated the arm of the swing, however,
"How much does It cost to get marretained his presence of mind. At the ried?" asked the eager youth.
first sag outward of the boom piles he
"That depends entirely on how long
set lu operation the maehlnery that
man.
you live." replied the sad looking
as
slow
aid
closed the gate. Clumsy
Record.
was

his

mechanism,

be

nevertUeleaa

—Philadelphia

Democrat/

Miss Helen R. Cole returned lut Wedfrom the Central Maine Hospital
at Lewieton, having made good recovery
from the operation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mm. Olban A. Maxim, who
have been spending a few weeks with
the family of their son, Prof. Maynard
Maxim, in Massachusetts, returned to
their home in this village last Thurs-

ueeday

Txkm —#1.90.1 vear If paid strictly In advance.
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All legal vlvertlsementa
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one

ia

oordially

invited to tbeae services.

Mrs. C. F. Barden and Mr. A. S. Dunham bave been viaiting in Lewiaton and
Sooth Paria during the paat week.
Mrs. Abbie Washburn, who baa been
aeveral months with her aister in Minot,

Several members of the local lodge of
Warren Emery's crew left on the afterRebekahs attended the district meeting
noon train Friday.
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. held an in- at Mechanic Falls Wednesday night. was
The Oxford quarterly meeting
teresting meeting with Mrs. H. C. Andrews in observance of Neal Dow's birth- held with the Buckfield Baptist church
Wednesday and Thursday of this week
day.
and
Mrs. Clifton Foster and son have gone with a good attendance of ministers
churches.
to Boston where they will make their delegates from the several
home, and Station Agent Purington and The meetings were all characterised by
wife have moved into Mrs. Foster's a deep interest and the sermons and discussions were all helpful and practical.
house.
Officer Chaffin took a man and his
Prof, and Mrs. Hansoom are spending
wife from the morning train Friday and
a part of the vacation in Boston.
Mr. Stearns has been sending away ap- returned with them to Rumford Saturday morning where they are wanted for
ples on the cars this week.
jumping their board.
West Bethel.
The high school seniors played their
drama at Turner Friday night to a good
Qentle spring!—In sunshine clad
Well itost thou tb power display 1
house. The play will be presented nere
For Winter msketli
light heart sad.
Friday evening, March 25, to be followed
A od thou—thou m. set the sad heart gay,
Ό his gloomy train,
He sees thee, and c*l
by a dance. Munie will be furnished by
and the wind, and the the Swastika Orchestra of South Paris
The sleet, and the sm>
rain,
Postmaster Alfred Cole, who has been
And they shrink away, ud they flee in fear,
ill for some time, is reported as better at
When thy merry step draws near.
thin time.
Winter maketh the sun In the gloomy sky
Mrs. H. H. Ward well and children are
Wrap him round with a mantle of cloud;
But Heaven be praised, thy step Is nigh;
with Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Irish for a few
Thou teareet away the mournful shroud,
days.
And the earth looks bright, and Winter surly,
A rather singular coincidence as reWho has tolled for naught both late and early,
Is banished afar by the new-born year,
came
the matter of birthdays
gards
When thy merry step draws near.
Tuesday, the 8th, when Mrs. Alnnzo
—H. W. Longfellow.
Lamb, mother of Rev. F. M. Lamb, Mrs.
Easter is drawing near.
and Mies Ada Heath, celeJ. Henry Briggs of New Gloucester Virgil Cole,
their
brated
birthdays.
respective
was in this village last Sunday.
Madam Lamb, who is the oldest, was
Edgar Briggs made a hurried businese
79, Mrs. Cole is fourteen years her junior,
trip to Bethel Dill last Wednesday.
and Mise Heath fourteen years the junior
Sledding remains fine on the roads of of Mrs. Cole. All were remembered in
West Bethel, and business is lively.
various ways by families and friends.
Mrs. Clara Abbott was taken to the
W. B. Nulty has been appointed census
she
a
where
passed
hospital Tuesday,
enumerator for Buckfleld.
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That Biblical PalM Syntax.
Ian't It time (or the Democrat'· Greenwood oorreapondent to give the «newer
to hi· conundrum regarding falae syntax
In the 22d verse of the 8d chapter of
GenesiiP He propounded the conundrum
In tbe Democrat of Deo. 7. By the way,
in the Democrat of Oct. 26 he quotes
from tbe 8d verse of tbe Oth chapter < f
Mark tbe expression, "So ae no fuller on
earth can white them" (in this passage
the Revised Version and tbe American
Revised Version have "whiten" instead
of "white,") and says that tbat Is tbe
only plaoe where be "ever saw tbe word
white used as a transitive verb." Hasn't
be ever heard and seen In print, the expression "whited sepulchres," which is
so of ea quoted from the 27th verse cf
tbe 23d chapter of Matthew? The word
"whited" in this latter passage is, in the

Weat Paris.
Euter will be observed at the Methodist church next Sunday with an appropriate sermon and mnaio in the morning
and an Batter concert in the evening by
the children.
Miss Lola Smith of Norway ia the
guest of Misa Ethel Howe for a few days.
Mrs. Dora Jaokaon is viaiting in Tarmouth.
There will be apecial exercises in the
Unlversaliat church Eaater Sunday both
Everyin churoh and Sunday School.
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bu received from bil
Irish
Mr.
M.
C.
and
W.
Chandler
S.
daughter
Sunday,
a box of frnit
£ne Φ-rford
Dorothy spent the day in Bethel with orange grove in Redlands
which for site and quality can't be
THE DOINGS OP THE WEEK IN ALL Mr. Chandler'· parents.
ISSUED TUESDAYS
The editor of the Citizen and his son, beaten.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Miss Fannie Harlow le at home from
Erneet Jr., are spending two weeks in
a
to business interests Auburn, where she is teaching, for
Palermo,
attending
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 22,1910.
Paris HUL
short stay.
Mr. Bowler has there.
Quite a number of Odd Fellows atAlbert Frost has purchased the house
n«t Baptlu Church, Rev. Θ. W. Γ. Hill, ρω.
in Anburn
tor.
Preachlcg «very Sunday at 10:45 a. m- on Chapman Street owned by Mr. Josiah tended the district meeting
a good time.
Sunday School at li. Sabbath evening service French.
reporting
Tuesday
A ''WOOD A
FORBES, at
night,
at
7 Μ.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening
Mrs. S. B. Harlow went to Boston
All of the Sabbath Schools are pre7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
Kititora >·4 ProprUtora.
All
Tuesday to study the styles for the
the lat Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
for an Easter ooncert.
paring
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
a. e. rouxa.
UKOKOK M. ATWOOD.
The crews are coming out of the woods. coming spring millinery.

THE OXFORD BEAES.

ESTABLISHED 1S3S.

haa returned to her home at Elvesa Dennen'a.
Mr. and Mra. Samuel Dunham are
very ill with the prevailing epidemic.
Mrs. Elva Locke will leave this week
to visit her daughter, Mra. John Marshall, at Providence, R. I.
Several members of the Y. P. C. U
attended the rally at Mechanic Falls,
Saturday evening. The meetiDg was for
the purpose of organizing the Oxford
District. Everyone enjoyed the meeting and it waa a great help to the Union
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type, fast preasea. electric
can Revised Version.
experience»! workmen and low price·
INQUIRER.
to make this department of our boal- day.
n ββ complete and popular.
The schools closed for a two weeks'
A boy desperado of note is Enooh
vacation Priday and Miss Luce went to
Canton Saturday to visit relatives. The
Durgin, an orphan aged 18, who was ar«IMULE COPIES.
rested at West Kennebunk charged with
scholars not absent during the term are
switch lights on the Boston
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four centa Charles Hammond and Lewis Rawson,
removing
ea«h. They will be mallei on receipt of price by and those absent
one-half day are
and Maine and placing them on tbe
only
of
patrons
•.he i>u!>llshere or for the convenience
Rawson. Extrack, breaking into a railroad station
jingle copie· of each Issue have been place·! on 1 Leon Proctor and Merton
and other places, and placing obstruc«ale at tbe following placée Ut the County :
cept for sickneas the attendance has
membera.
Shurtlei'n Drug Store.
South Carls,
been the best for several years.
Will Society will give an tions on tbe track which would bave
Oood
The
Vorway,
Xoyee* Drug Store.
in wrecked a passenger train if they had
P. P. Ripley of this village and H. Q.
apron aale, supper and entertainment
Stone's Drug Store.
Fletcher of South Paris have secured the
\lfred Cole. Postmaater
Oood Will Hall Wednesday, March 23d. not been discovered. Durgin says he
I'.uckile d.
Mrs. Harlow. Post offlce.
I'arls 11111,
local agency for the Ford automobiles
Sale at 2 o'clock. Supper from β to 7:30, expects and wishes to land In state'
Samuel T. White.
Weat Parla.
aud bave a carload of these cars coming
consisting of baked beans, salads and prison.
this week.
paetrv, followed by a two-act comedy
AN AWFUL ERUPTION
Every one interested in Paris Hill will
entitled "Our Church Fair." Admission
Coming Event*.
be glad to know tbat the Hubbard
for supper and entertainment, 25 cento; of a volcano excites brief interest, and
old
Aprl ·*>. —Oxford Pomona Grange, South Parla. House, one of Maine's most famous
Supper, 15 cents; entertainment, 10 your interest in skin eruptions will be as I
hotels, which has been closed for the
oents.
short, if you use Bucklen's Arnica Salve, I
NEW ADVKKTISKMSNTS.
past three Rummers on account of the
About thirty oouples enjoyed the their quickest cure. Eveo the
will
condition of Mrs. Hubbard's health,
calico ball at New Orange Hall last Fri- boils, ulcers, or fever sores are soon
Suggestion!» for Kaster.
be opened again May tiret, under the
In this end of tbe business the 0|
day evening. Every one bad a good healed by it. Best for Burns, Cuts, At the head of this line you will And
Thirty Days' Sale.
same management a* formerly.
time.
4<» Knox «υ.
Bruises, Sore Lips, Chapped Hands,
trist,
PARMENTER. tbe Opt: «
the
taken
to
was
Susie
Cbase
Miss
Spring Shirts.
It gives instant
The ladles of the West Paris Orange Chilblains and Piles.
A. C. LORD.
'10. will give bis personal attention to a!! -■
This Sale runs until
»tlue Stores.
Central Maine Hospital Sunday, having
will hold their annual sale and supper, relief. 25o. at F. A. Sburtieff & Co.'s.
Practical Watcbmaker and Jeweler with
The Kvst Thing about a Rank.
''
had a severe attack of appendicitis.
troubles and fitting glasses. I havn
The committees on
March 25tb, 1910.
I'lush Kobe Rargulns.
50 years experience.
Spring Hat*.
Joseph B. Cole is engaged on an exthe different departments are as folNew methods in r.:tn
more than 30,000 eyes in 20 years.
Lord
to
A.
C.
walk
it
let
not
run
Suits.
will
Men'* Spring
If your watch
tensive job of mason work at the Poland
North American
lows:
few years
AsHCMors' Notice.
eyes which I have discovered in tbe past
who will make it run and give first-class time.
Spring House.
Don't be Bald.
General Committee—Mrs. Abbie F. Penley,
were
Mr. and Mr*. Charles L. Shaw
it possible for me to give satisfaction to my customer
Glaaaaa.
Mr*. Mildred Davie, Mrs. Ada Barden, Mrs.
Satisfaction
do all kinds of jewelry repairing.
We
Auction.
Delia Reed, E. F. Barrows, Oscar Chandler,
here from Auburn over Sunday.
Get Parmer
fit eyes where others bave failed to fit.
ai7 La Salle Street,
North American Accident Insurance Co.
Mel Bubler.
guaranteed Id goods and work.
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw and Mrs. Fred surgical operation Wednesday.
Canned κοοΊκ—F. L. Wyman, James Bolden,
Appoint ment of Administrator.
Chicago, Illinois.
Artificial human eyes matched and made to
can
that
watches
and
money
glasses.
Martin Whitney who has been.staying
clocks
the
best
of
Some
W. Shaw entertained a pleasant whist
Chas. Dudley. Ε. 8. Tuell.
a
A8SET8, DEC. SI, 1809.
Glasses of all styles; largest stock in Oxford County.
Cooked food—Mrs. Ed Barrows, Mrs. W. W.
Rev. A. W. Pottle was called to Old
party at the home of the former Satur- with W. A. Farwell and family has gone
Genuine Maine gems. Small jewelry of tbe best
$ 110,5ββ 67 buy.
Dunham, Llnnle Marshall, Mrs. Lena Bubler, Mortgage Loan*,
funto
visit
relatives.
attend
the
to
<
to
Sebago
Orchard
Wednesday
day evening.
glasses, all kinde of colored glasses, opera κ
log
Mrs. 0?cai Chandler.
44,800 00 makes. Fountain pens. 600 regular f 1 00 alarm clocks
Collateral Loads,
Mrs. John Murphy is having trouble eral of the Rev. J. B. Lapham, at one
Hulled oorn for supper—J. C. Howe, E. F. Stocke and Bonds
409,180 00
compasses.
PARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
73.202 01 65 cents each.
with her head and eyes and is being time pastor of the Methodist church Barrows, Oscar Chanuler.
Ca*h In Office and Bank
Marguerite M. Truman and Iona
Fancy and apron table—Mrs. Emma Berry, Pemlnmaln Procéda of Collection,..
29,520 3-1
was
Mr. Lapham
Municipal
at South Paris.
Mr. and Mrs X. J. Croteau are re- treated by Dr. Tibbetts of Beth'el Hill.
Flanders were before the
Un. Mellv Turpel, Mrs. Cynthia Abb' tt.
15,829 64
Balancée,
Agents'
Twin
Curt this week on complaint of truant joicing at the birth of a 14 1-2 pound
daughters
weighing seven one of the oldest men of the con- C»ndy tabl»—Mrs. Edith Day, Mrs. Eva Hill, Interest and Rente
Unsatisfactory goods or
ours during tbe past year.
6,310 96
It's astonishing bow many people have become customers of
officer Sanborn. After a full hearing the boy.
pounds each were bom on Sunday, ference at the time of his death, be- Mise Ora Field, Miss Emily Tuell.
are fully realized there
and
of
our
workmanship
value
'3
tbe
Once
688,969
goods
Assets
here
Gross
$
them
and
first, perhaps.
He was Hulled corn supper will be served at six
elsewhere sent
Mr. and Mrs. James Barrett visited March 13th, to the wife of Prof. L. G. ing seventy-eight years old.
girls were convicted of truancy
16,231 29
Deduct Items not admitted
be simply throwing money away to buy at any other stir
sentenced to the state school for girls. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. \Ym. Mason, Whiiten, who is herself a twin.
one of a class of six men who joined the o'clock.
question abont their becoming regular customers. It would
The
at
34
one
knocks your business. Ever)
Orrison Griffin of Gilead, who had
Admitted Assets
· 672,738
Maine Conference at the session held
They were placed on probation.
Sunday, where she will iemain for a few
One way to measure your success is by the earnestness with which your competitor
of his hips fractured by a fall a few South Paris in the spring of 1861. The
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Bryant's Pond.
sentence will not be enforced during1 days.
for tbe other fellow.
Mrs. Alice DeCoster has been quite sick days ago, was brought to the home of only living member of that class is the
37,350 53 is a boost
$
John A. Titus and son bave been Net Unpaid Losses
good behavior but upon further truancy
a Bigger, Better, and Brighter business each
125,956 10
Premium»
his granddaughter, Mrs. Wesley Dennis, Rev. A. W. Pottle. Mr. Lapham was
I wish to thank the public for making it possible for me to build
but is very much better now.
they are to be committed.
loading potatoes at the Locke'a Mills Unearned
08
AII other Liabilities
23,018
in tbe future as in tbe past, and all may be
and
a
for
last
was
educated
week.
the
bast
and
long
to
in
Willis
services,
goods,
Rhode
endeavor
born
James
Cmmmett,
Island,
station this week.
give
200,000 01 Norway, Maine, and I shall
Cash Capital,
West Sumner.
A large number from this place went at Wilbraham Seminary and the Wesleytime an invalid, dropped dead at the
286,413 68
William Morae ia now occupying one Surplus over all Liabilities
me and my basioess.
of
is
said
what
of
of
such, Regardless
about
Herbert Barrows of Portland who has to Bethel Hill Friday evening, March an University. At the time of his death of Edwin Andrews' rents.
supper table Wednesday evening
at all times.
$ 672,738 34
Total Liabilities and Surplus
I ctrry the best goods that money will buy, in all lines and
He was born April '21, been here on business left for home 11th, to attend the annual prize speak- be had been forty-nine years a member
five o'clock.
Albert Farnum of Sygotch is sawing
A.
RALPH
CURTIS.
Axent,
installed a $500 machine one year ago am prepared to get out glasses η
Esther
all
Having
make
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effective
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contest
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of
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the
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While
he
I
my
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here
with
his
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ing
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conference,
being
wood
K>5,
purchased
grind
Wednesday.
gasoline
village
Rumford, Maine.
Moore Crommett. He married Elizabeth half interest in E. W. Chandler's planing
preacher forty-five years, superannuating engine.
Excellent territory open throughout New Eng- notice.
My store and goods are sanitary.
North Waterford.
four years ago, and locating at Old
John B. Foster has engaged in the land. Our policies give real Insurance. Our
Hopkins in 1876, who, with two sons, mill. Mr. Borrows expects to move his
terms are right.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazeltonand Harry Orchard. During his extended ministry fish business.
Norman A. and Carl VV\, survives him. f tmily here about the first of May
For particulars apply to
Mr. Crommett for years was in the emMaurice Farrar, who is at work at Morey visited at Ε. H. Mason's Wednes- he served several Important churches of
Adelbert Perbam, who hae been conEASTERN DEPARTMENT.
was
a
were
He
Saco, fined to the house all winter from lung
the conference, among which
Livermore Falls, made a week end visit day.
16 Liberty Street, New York City.
ploy of B. P. Spinney ά Co.
Kate Saunders is on the gain.
THIRD GIFT.
Brunswick, Hallowell, and South Paris. trouble, ia out again.
Republican, a member of Norway Lodge to hie home last Saturday.
SECOND GIFT.
FIRST GIFT.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kilgore have gone For six years he was presiding elder of
of I. (). O. F and Encampment, and of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farrar have reMrs. Eva Bryant Is visiting her sister,
have
to pay railroad far· ο f
If
you
Select any article in the store and deServices turned from Pin hook where they have to their home in Windham after a week's the Augusta District and was held in Mrs. Walter
A. M.
If it is necessary to use tbe trolley cars
Oxford Lodge, F.
Small, at Dixfield.
here and you buy 110.00 worth or
visit
at
his
conference.
Willis
entire
the
been to visit friends and relatives.
brother's,
Kilgore's.
high esteem by
Sunday afternoon.
Benj. R. Billings has built an ice hou«e
duct 10 per cent, of the price as our to
get here and you buy a dollar's worth we will refund the railroad fare
Ernest Nason and wife went to Port- He leaves a widow in feeble health, and on the shore of Twitchell Pond in
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. Α. Ε Morrison of BanGift.
Morrison's
land
one
one
Mrs.
Dr.
of
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the
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a
sumeon,
were
to
and
intende
erect
day
or
recently.
George Greenwood
daughters
Beatrice,
guests
more, we'll hand you back your trol- other Birthday Gift.
granddaughter,
gor
Urs. G. E. Farmer has been at Stone- Lapham, located in Massachusetts.
mer cottage there this spring.
barometei
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe, guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Swift SatThermometers and
This applies to a gift at 25c or one at
ley fare as another Birthday Gift.
ham a few days with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Susan Ε Millay of Bath is makthis week.
Isaac W. Andrews, a prominent busiurday.
Native Maine
sizes and prices.
has been quite ing her sister, Mrs. Pottle, a two weeks' ness man of the town, died Friday morn•5100 00.
Mr. Chamberlain, who lives on the Fred Littlefield, who
The annual meeting and election of
We are a little out of tbe way, you band painted by C. H. Sawyer of
officers of the Uoiversalist Ladies' Circle David Andrews farm, has rented the eick with .pneumonia. The baby there visit.
ing, March 18, at his home in South
We are a little out of the way, but it
Mr. Larkin Farrar contemplates sell- Woodstock. Mr. Andrews was born in
The Kind You Need and
was held at Mrs. W. F Jones' on Pleas- Lydia Barrett house and plans to move bad pneumonia.
ride without pay.
ington, Maine.
may
pays to walk.
Officers his family here soon.
Mrs. Emily Paige has nine chickens.
ant Street, Friday
evening.
ing his cow ae he plans to go to Boston Woodstock in 1833, and has always reto Use Them.
How
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Odd
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ran
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mill
and
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e ected were:
Elias Johnson started his
sided at South Woodstock where be has
twenty
early spring.
for me to succeed in building up a new Business in your midst a
it a few days when it broke down and he to Lovell Saturday night. Frank Coffin
This is the one of the most important
Sleighs and sleds are largely given up been in business for many years as an
President— Mrs. S. Β Cumuilngs.
Again thanking tbe public for making it possible
Nt Vice-President—Mra. F Κ. Drake.
and wheeled vehicles are used in Buck- undertaker. For a number of years his questions of the present day. The future
hat* not as yet been able to get it in good took them with a fonr-horse team.
the public what they want at a fair price and they are ready to back you up.
I
will
odds
Rart'ett.
Llnule
say
give
GREAT
M Vice-President—Mrs.
Mrs. Davis, who is in poor health, field.
two sons, Frank and Alva Andrews, welfare of your Eyes depends on how
running order.
td Vice- President—M re. Ε. Κ (ticknell.
Mrs. «J. J». OBcmor u»s me »jiup«i.uj I went to ride Wednesday.
have been in partnership with him under thie question is decided.
Secretary —Elsie A. Favor.
Greenwood.
Assistant Secretary—Mrs. li. I. Cummlngs.
W. H. Kilgore ia repairing his mill
Let me decide it for you in the same
of the community in her recent bereave-1
tbe firm name of I. W. Andrews & Sons.
Treasurer—Mrs. .lame* Danforth.
costs you nothing to come to Norway to buy your goods.
How about that proverbial six weeks He was an honorable man in bis busi- satisfactory way as I have done for
ment.
This has been an eventful year I preparatory to work as soon as there is
Great Birthday Gift Sale Runs for 30 days only.—It
Door Keeper—Otto Schnuer.
her I water plenty.
She buried
for Mrs. Beckler.
sledding in March this year? We are ness and a citizen who enjoyed tbe thousands of your fellow towns-people.
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first
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Hattie Grover
mother last summer. She was married I
REMEMBER I am not a mere spectacle
two,
stopping at her home already sure of the
friendship of all in the community. The
Jesse P. Edwards observed the fifand widowed in less than tive months. I here. She has been attending school at very doubtful about tbe other four.
funeral will be held on Sunday.
aeller, but a fully qualified experienced
teenth anniversary of their wedding.
with
sleds
and
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She has returned to her old home and
driving
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friends.
doings the pant winter, especially on the
I. H. Berry, after a long illness, passed cure of Eye-Strain in all its forms.
I Mrs. Trask is
ed to the large company.
much better and will ponds, than since March came in.
Mrs. H. F Atwood and friend, Mrs I
SAMUEL RICHARDS,
away Wednesday night. Mr. Berry for
Gospel services at the Universalis! Annie McFadden, went to Lewistonl soon be out.
Still they come and go visiting; SaturOPTOMETRIST.
has been one of the town
church Wednesday and Thursday evenMr. Trask has tapped about 700 trees. day Edgar Morgan, wife and 10-year-old many years
to accompany Mrs. Atwood β I
Tuesday
ings. Rev. Charles A. Hayden preached sister, Miss Persis Stone, to her home. I Μ γη. McAlister is etiil quite eick, and boy, visited here, stopped over night, and officers of this town. He was a member
of Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. 0. 0. F.,
from the text, "And the glory whicb
A.
Mr. McAlister quite poorly.
the next day called on their folks at also of Mt. Moriah
returned the next day.
Lodge of Masons and F. A.
thou gavest me I have given them." They
Mrs. Webb is still quite sick. Most Bryant's Pond, returning home in the
a trained nurse, has been
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Stone,
also a Red Man of Brownfield tribe.
John 11:22. Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, Mr
>f the other aick are oo the gain.
Other calls of lesser note Funeral
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Sunday afternoon at Odd FelLester Cowan, Mrs. George Buruham, employed
Mrs. Fuller reported sick and I. W. were made on that day, while now and
The Ladies' Aid of the Universalist I
lows1 Hall.
Beryl and Myrtle Millett assisted in the church held a meeting in the vestry I Andrews and wife are both still quite then one attended church.
While Willard McKusick was driving
various services.
We have read with much interest, from from
March 10. It was decided not to pur I sick.
Bridgton Thursday, bis horse
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Correct shirts for every occasion. From the
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was about what they expected.
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But the latest cartoon represents the
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C. K. Flauder of Readfield and Myron lowing candidates were received into I
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all
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In our mail box the other day was a tion. "1 contracted a stubborn cold,"
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East Sumner, U. M. Beckler at I
Cummings
Chester W. Home and family will at
and each one contained a text stuck to me in spite of all remedies for
Sumner, T. J. Andrews at Redding. The I Auburn and Lewiston Wednesday and of paper,
for
occupy the buildings recently used
130
Also a card, en- yeare. My weight ran down to
or verse of scripture.
Such an institution, and no other sort, is wt M ;r
named sustained
first two
I
paralytic Thursday.
Congregational parsonage.
P. V. Everett had a telephone in- titled "Comfort Powders," containing pounds. Then I began to use Dr. King's
to weather any and every financial disturbjn
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bell of Portland shocks and lived but a few hours after. I
which
the following explanation and directions: New Discovery,
completely cured
Mr Andrews had been failing for some I stalled Tuesday.
are visiting Mrs. Bell's ρ trente, Mr. and
For
I now weigh 178 pnunds."
in cases of Discouragement, me.
which may arise in the cour»e of the years.
"Helpful
Mrs.
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of
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Auburn
is
was quite an orchardist and I
time.
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Mrs. Jas. O. Crooker.
Discuntont, Lose of Patience, Disap- Coughs, Colds, La Grippe, Asthma,
of barrels of apples an visiting relatives in town.
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Prepared from the Medicine
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infinite wisdom has been pleased
Be sure of your
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East Jefferson, Me."
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March
badly,
27.
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ton Wednesday.
Chandler Cnrtis is very poorly. Mabel started an ugly sore. Many salves and
Fifty-seven years ago March 24th ocMrs. Elmer Cummings
service, are at your dispos:
and baby,
pain or death eau enter, our beloved sisyears
Then
so
it
be
proved worthless.
A.
curred
Great
School
Exhibition
Abbie
Swan,
ter.
Willey's
Elizabeth, are quite sick at this writ- has returned home from Snow's Palls to ointments
If you haven't
Bucklen's Arnica Salve healed it thoryour
Resolved, That we, the member* of I at East Sumner. The programme was ing.
help care for him.
«
of
Gerald Swift is confined to the house oughly. Nothing is so prompt and sure
Paris Grange, extend to the bereaved from the Democrat press, and was reSome large pickerel have been oaught
we can give you some insuit
yet
for Ulcers, Boils, Burns, Bruises, Cuts,
father and family our heartfelt
produced in last week's issue of the through the ice in Round Pond the past with a sore hand.
Responsibility over $350,000.
Bernard Richardson and family of Corns, Sores, Pimples, Eczema, or Piles.
Rumford Falls Times. Of the 44 who week. Harvey Norton caught one that
thy.
teresting figures.
at the store of P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
took part only a half dozen are In the
Paris Grange has lost by her death
four pounds and six ounces, and West Paris spent Sunday with their 25c.
weighed
faithful sister, who was always ready, as place now.
Wesley Kimball one that weighed six parents, Geo. W. Richardson and wife.
We can
you satisfaction as
Alva Estes and Frank Ring will each
Barking, Hacking, Rasping Cough
long as health permitted, to do anything
pounds.
North Buckfield.
she could for the good of the order. And
Frank Cummings hurt his arm quite return to their farms this week, and will can le broken up quickly by Allen's Lung Balas
well
economy.
sam. This old, reliable remedy baa been sold
Charles Philbrook's infant daughter,
be it further
badly while at work in Z. W. Bartlett's begin their spring work.
for over 40 years. Ask your druggist about It.
Freeland Herrick of Poland was in
Resolved, That our altar and charter of Peabody, Mass., was brought here for mill, and is at home for a few days.
disOur suits are
be draped in mourning, that a copy of burial Thursday.
John Titus of Bryant's Pond loaded a town one day this week.
YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF
Holman Monk, an electrical engineer,
of smart boys we wish to
these resolutions be spread upon the
car of potatoes here last week.
Speakiog
reasonable
and
mention
one
in
records of the grange, a copy be sent to who has been employed in Raleigh, N.
our
district.
Eben
Pike,
Several from here attended the Grange
the aged father, and to the Oxford C., has resigned and gone to Northern meeting at Bryant's Pond,
aged 12 years, loaded and hauled out Almost Any One May Secure
in
Saturday.
Texas where be has a fine position.
Democrat for publication.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herrick and nine one-borae loads of dressing in one
a Splendid Growth of Hair
of
and
wife
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Turner
Sumner
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Gkktkloe Twitchell. 1 Committee
of Gorham, Ν. H., visited rela- day.
family
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were at Sidney Swallow's Sunday.
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on
>
Herman Emmons is sick with tbe preS. E. Jackson,
tives and friends last week.
John (ierrish, Jr., is quite sick with
if your hair needs nourishment, if it is
W. S. Stakbird,
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vailing distemper, also Nettie Swan.
and you
a
first-class
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will
tonsilitis.
Fred Waterhouse and family of Paris thinning, getting dry, harsh and brittle,
East Waterford.
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Mrs. Cora Keene spent a few days
Candidate for Representative.
Ton simply
visited their brother, Ross Martin, on or splitting at the ends.
how
to see
will be
Mrs. L. E. Mclntire has been very ill
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their way to Wild River last week.
N. P. Brown of Bethel is announced with her daughter, Mrs. McAlister, at
has been sick with the for more than a fortnight. She is someAT
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are.
Flora Edgerly returned to work at head and closely examine its root.
suits
as a candidate for representative to the North Paris, who
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what improved. She bas a nurse. Her
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West Bethel Monday. She will board at the bulb is plump and rosy it is all
next legislature from the Bethel district
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a
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mother
Mr and Mrs. Merle Sturtevant and
W. D. Mills'.
right; if it is white and shrunken your
Mr. Brown is a well known citizen and
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Hate just
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hair is diseased and needs nourishment.
He has served Bethel Mrs Jennie Heald visited Union Grange
business man.
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We bave a remedy for hair troubles
being
day.
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F. S. Sparrow of Portland was in town that cannot be surpassed.
and chairman of the Republican town
ton, William Α., in Portland, bas retnrn- on business the
record of growing hair and curing baldHe is also a member of the
IStb.
committee.
Heald Brothers have commenced saw- »d to her home.
There seemed to be no new tints of ness in 93 out of 100 cases where used
present Republican county oommittee. ng birch at their mill. For extra help
Miss Helen M. Sanderson returned to
in town March 17.
according to directions for a reasonable
Mr. Brown's business ability, sound and
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Lewiston Tuesday.
Thia year the few members of the G. length of time. It will even grow hair
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Jrrington Pingree.
Miss Elsie Sanderson
visiting her A. R. do not receive from the town the on bald heads if the scalp is not glazed
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All the schools closed
ication of two weeks.

Friday for

Mrs. Isabel Brooke moved
her home at North Lovel1.

Will Blafce is working for his brother
In Lewiston io the shoe business.

Monday

ιι

MARCH

Mrs. Fred
Lovell a few

Wiggin visited relatives il 1
days last week.
;
Easter concertât the Congregational
church Sunday evening at 7:30.

Mrs. S. D. Bolster entertained the
Ladies' Flinch Ciub Wednesday afternoon.

jury

TERM, 1910.

Hod. Win. 1'. Wbitehouee,

t<

May C. Grant of Brownfleld from Rober
Justice Presiding. former employes of the railway company, j Grant
of Freedom, N. H. Hablia of Intoxication
Clerk. called In as witnesses for the defence,
Charles F. Whitman,
Ida F. Jodrey of Paria from Paul F. Jodrej
In
the
was
Stenographer. the general ftyle of
Stanley Entes,
testimony
of New Germany. Nova Scotia. Desertion.
County Attorney. somewhat qqusuaI form.
Ralph T. Parker,
Myrtle F. Wood of Sumner from Robert I
Sheriff.
Hiram R. Hubbard,
The place where the collision occurred Wood
of Norway. Cruelty. Custody of mlnoi
Jailer. Is on a stretch of straight track on Parle chil 1, Doris
Harry D. Cole,
M., given to tbe mother.
William A. Bicknell,
Deputy aa Crier. Street In Norway. It appeared from all Gertrude M. Brin· from Klmer R. Briggs
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger. the evidence that Penley was driving both of Parla. Cruelty. Name of llbelnnt
Walter L. Gray,
Librarian. toward Norway village In the same di- changed to Gertrude May Burgess, her maldet

The Married Ladies' Whist Clnb was
II my D. Cole is the new truant officei
entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. to succeed the late W. L. Farrar.
A succession of criminal trials occuKasttuan.
Miss Leo η a D Stuart is at home from
the first part of the week, beginning
pied
the
Band,
organized
recently
Lumley
Boston University for the vacation.
Monday morniog.
h ys band, will give a concert in New
The first case was that of State vs.
Mrs. John J. Murphy went to LewisHal! April 1st.
J seph Chase, indicted at the last Oc'qton Tuesday, returning the same day.
her term for receiving stolen goods.
Mws Vida Jenne has gone to SkowbeMrs. Β F. Bates of West Paris is the Chase is a Russian Hebrew who has been
where she is employed in a parlor
■V!
Ball.
of
P.
her
Mrs.
guest
uiater,
Mary
at Rumford for three or four years, for a
•tMllinery store.
Draw checks for your water bills to while conducting a junk business in the
\
Karle Stuart, principal of Phillips
basement of the house in which be livod,
>cbool, is at bis home here for the "South Paris Village Corporation, Water and later
becoming a peddier of dry
Account."
vacation.

»i>ring

Miss Iona Lit'lehale of North

E. Merrill of this place is
of tbe Kates College football
for this season.

l'Iiarles

accompanitd by her younger sister,
d frieuds here Saturday.

ager
ri'n

goods.

Frank McKeen has finished work at
he sled factory and bas moved his family
t<> a farm in Bridgtnn.

Mrs C'ulbert and Miss Marie Newton
,t Saturday and Sunday with rela! vfs m Lewiston.

visit-

Chester Eassou has been very ill the
past week with pneumonia. He basa
trained nurse from Lewiston.

Doris C'ulbert spent several days
ber aunt in Lewiston last week,
there over St. Patrick's Day.

is

II. Ford, who teaches at Bryant
was a guest at Mrs. D. M. Richardson's Friday and Saturday.
P.

and Mrs. Lorenzo Billings of Milbeen visiting Mrs. Billings'
Mrs. George Wise, for a few days.

Pond,

have

Mrs. Alice Watson of Gilead, who has
been a guest at her father's, B. F. H cks',
for two weeks, returned home Friday.

Penfold and family moved
to Mechanic Falls, where
Penfold is in the employ of the
md Trunk.

,.ph B.
resday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barker of East
with
Mrs.
spent last week
taries M Cole was granted an abso- Bethel
Barker's
sister, Mrs. D. M. Richardson.
ivoree from bis wife, Susan K., beof
Suffolk
the Supreme Court
Philip S. Mason has built a shop for
, general carpenter work in the rear of his
i'y at Boston March 15th, 1910.
who is at home athei's house where he lives on Brook
ι. John P.
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\' \·

J

Swasey,
Washington for a short time, was
He is looking
;rt here Tuesday.
d received
friends.

warm

: street.

Mrs. Mary Newell, who has spent the
rimer with her daughter, Mrs. J. D.
j laynen, returned Sunday to her home

greetings from

forty and fifty Rebekahs from
and about thirty from Norway
xpecial train to attend the dist>. ring of Rebekahs at Mechanic

η

η

.ι
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Wednesday evening.
\[>ril supper of the Universalist
,-er Society will occur on Tues-

Mrs.

Eastman

and Albert King and Stanley
ihurtletf went Saturday to Portland,
vhere thev will spend a few days as the
;uests of Miss Helen M. King.

regular meeting of Hamlin
femple, Pythian Sisters, Tuesday of

his week, special business is to be transited and refreshments served.
The uames

of

in

those

Sburtleff

'rimary School not absent one-half day
,re: Willard Berry and Annie Clifford.
Absent but one-half day: Doris Hatch.
Mr. William Hickey received a Sbara-

arie Dolliver, who bas been
uncle, George P. Eastman, for
c few months, expects to return
iaesday of this week to her home

tltiraore.
any ber.

Sumner.

Pbilip

At the

have entire
•ril 5. The men
the supper and entertainment.
so
a good one
you better plan

fhe teachers who live out of town are
at their homes—
n
Kendrick of the bigb school at
at Lewiston,
Miss
Whittum
chfield,
Miss Hatch of the grammar school

«nding the vacation

Andrew B. Jordan of North Bridgton
P. F. Ripley of Paris Hill and H. G.
rtetcber of this place have the local pleaded guilty to forgery of his wife's
name to a note.
Hon. A. S. Kimball
u'eticy for the Ford automobiles and
laveacar load of these cars to arrive appeared for Mr. Jordan, and made a
t Farmington.
his week, which will be on exhibition statement of the circumstances under
which the act was done. In fixing the
\ meeting of the South Paris Board of
OUQ.
i«le will be held at the assessors' office *
semence, Judge Whitehouse said it was
start
on
1
Morton
to
Geo.
R.
expects
his theory of the criminal law that it is
lay evening, for the special purVednesilay for Pasadena, Calif., where not the severity of the punishment but
-β of choosing delegates to the annual
win·
the
have
been
lis
spending
family
its certainty and swiftness that is effect*t;ag of tbe State Board to be held at
He will remain there for a short ive. Justice should be
er.
u:o next week.
tempered with
I
ime, and the family will return with mercy. He imposed a sentence of six
; v W. Farrar, eon of the late Wilbur
iim, arriving here about the first of months in jail at Augusta.
rarrar, who is engaged in teaching in
fay.
t
Rico, arrived here Wednesday
The remains of J. W. Crommett of
He expects to remain here
•moon.
Georgianna Potvin, already of several
iorway were brought here Sunday after- appearances in this court, was next tried
two weeks, and then return to his
ιοοη, for interment in Riverside Ceme- on the charge of maintaining a liquor
w»rk m Porto Rico.
ery. Rev. A. T. McWhorter attended nuisance at her house on Waldo Street,
almanac winter gave us a cheerful
Mr. Crommett was the Rumford Falls, where she runs what ehe
he funeral.
thermometer
being on of Mrs. Wallace Ryerson of this terms a
<ry, the
candy store. County Attorney
•ar the zero mark on Thursday,
ilace.
Parker conducted the case for the state,
and Saturday mornings, and
>)
All the men interested who will help and Mrs. Potvin was defended by Anlay and Friday being very sharp
thony Dwyer of Biddeford.
ii getting up the next supper for the
" :
r the latter half of March.
The state relies upon the evidence of a
Juiversalist Good Cheer Society, April
search of Mrs. Potvin's premises by
Delta Alphas met with Miss Myrtb, are asked to meet in the vestry of
"
k Tuesday
e
evening, and the he church at 7:30 Tuesday evening of Deputy Sheriff Elliott and other officers,
:ueu were guests for tbe evening,
his week, March 22d, to make arrange- when there were found on Mrs. PotviD's
refreshments were served, tbe
person two pints and a half pint of whisants for the same.
for
the
ocdecorated
.<m being
key, in other places about the premises
The Congregational parsonage was the two bottles containing quantities of
and the evening was pleasantly
cene of a simple but pretty wedding whitkey, and a
large number of empty
passed.
larch 18, when Miss Jane Hickey was bottles in two hides in
the house.
Mr ai ! Mrs. J. P. Richardson observiuited in marriage to Mr. W. T. Clegg, Police officers also testified that they had
titteenth wedding anniversary
tev. A. T. McWhorter officiating. After seen numbers of men going in and out
manner last Tuesday, March
short stay in Portland Mr and Mrs. of tbe premises, and had seen intoxicatit ?ta of flowers, china, etc., were
'leiig will make South Paris their home. ed men coming away from there.
Mr.
rora numerous friends.
Μγβ. Potvin testified through an inA district meeting will be held with
Haines were down from Meltbi* terpreter that tbe bottles of whiskey
Lurora Encampment, I. O. O. F
the
and
evening
Ma.ns.,
enjoyed
found on her person she had taken
li.nday evening, the district comprising
!iem playing flinch, etc. Here's
he encampments at Sou'h Paris aod away from her sister, who came into the
iC they will celebrate many m>»re
house under the influence of liquor only
iorway. The Grand High Priest, Judge a short time before the
j"i versaries.
search, and that
leuel Robinson of Camden, will be
V
U. A. Cliff >rd of Strong gave his
resent
There will be work in the she knew nothing about the two bottles
in
: re,
"S'udies in Biography,*'
whiskey found in other parts
loyal Purple degree, ami a bauquet will containing
of the premises.
Her counsel argued
This was
-wick Monday evening.
>e served.
the
wis
case
a
matter of spite
that
lecture
fourteenth delivery ami the
This is a cow story that isn't stretched against her on the part of the officers.
ws in favor for it has a good variety
Franklin
The jury was out only a few minutes
incidents. The lecture was once given 1 bit. The cow belong-* to
lier recent calf was allowed all before returning a verdict of guilty.
lax:m
Few people
'.«r the South Paris library
ie wanted to eat and was sold for veal
■»
Maine have even Jefferson Davis,
rben tive weeks old for SIS.00. During
tueen Victoria and some others describR iland McPhee of Rumford wa* next
hose tive weeks the cow also furnished
ed in tbe lecture.
tried on an appealed case from the Rum□ ilk and butter to the amount of 19.00,
The Seneca Club is entertained this \ bus makiug a total of $27 00 in reveoue ford Fallu Municipal Court charg ng bim
with a sale of three pint· of whiskey to
Monday evening by Μ γη. Eastman and | troduced from one cow in five weeks.
Joeeph Fortio. Fortin
Miss Thayer. The programme include* 1
Advertised letters ia South Paris poatl lv to buying the whiskey of McPbee in
roll call—quotations from the Cary sis- I
iffice Mar. 21, 1910:
,he forenoon of the 4th day of December
t ts; paper, ^'Harvard
College," Mrs.
Mm. George Wood.
1909, it being delivered in a room ,n h
Wheeler; paper, "Educational AdvanMr< Sin. Mclntlre
steam laundry building on tanal Street
Mges fur Women in the United States," | Mr». KIU Karris.
\nother witness testified to seeing the
tl. L. Kimball.
Mr* Taylor; conversation by the club
L. H. Henley.
transaction when the liquor and the
"What reforms are ueeded
the
our

Master Oramel Pratt, who is in the
<
tral Maine General Hospital at Lew.
i"t n, and only a short lime since under vent an operation for appendicitis,
';»> Tuesday had another operation for
*
removal of a sore which had formed
□d his ear. it was a serious operat
necessitating the removal of a
lie is reported
■iia: 1 piece of the skull,
be doing as well as could be expected
'loder the circumstances.
several of their number
unable to attend by reason of ill
>s. the Kan Tans bad a very pleasant
ν»
tig at their club room last Monday
night The affair was particularly in
h nor of Mrs. Kate Linder, who wa* to
start the next day on ber return to her
Mrs
horiiM in Mankato, Minn, and
fit· rge Erskine, who was about com·
>!'· iug ber visit here and returning to
\
her home in West Rutland, Mass.
goo.l supper was served and a social
eveaiDg followed.

\lth<>ugh

».·!♦·

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Briggs went
lut Tuesday to Boston, where their
daughter. Miss Catherine O. Briggs,
:ra.!uated on Wednesday from the nurses'
.;ning school of a hospital. They were
mpanied by Mrs. Kate L'nder, who
bas been here through the winter wi»h
t r sister, Mrs. Briggs. Mrs. Linder
will uot return here, but goes from BosMr
ton to her home in Mankato, Minn.
and Mrs. Briggs will return home the
tirst of this week. It is expected that
Miss Briggs will locate here later.
A number of the papers of Maine are
commenting upon the liberality of the
t i*n of Paris in
paving the moderator
of the town meeting ten dollars for his
services. If our esteemed contemporaries would rely upon the Oxford Democrat for their news regarding the town
of Paris, they would avoid disseminating
a large amount of misinformation.
In
fac', the moderator for the past two
the
for
has
dollars
been paid five
years
annua! meeting—and it is fair to add
that Walter L. Gray, who has been
moderator for the past few years, is in
tbe habit of turning bis pay into the
treasury of the Grand Army poet.
Past masters' night of Paris Lodge of
Ma«ons, the tirst one in quite a number
»f years, drew out a good crowd at the
s ferial
meeting of the lodge last Toesda» evening. Although no special invitations had been issued, there were besides the members of the lodge a good
lot of visitors, court attendants
and
others, so that there was a total attendance of about
seventeen
seTenty, and
lodges were represented. The M. M.
degree was conferred upon one candidate by the past masters, the positions
hemg tilled as follows, all with the ex
"eption of the marshall being past masters:
w M.—J. Tenl
King.
s. w —Albert W. Walker.
J· w
Arthur E. Forbes.
Trea·.—.ι»™*, a. Wright.
Mr

Anile.

J.D.—Wm Ρ Morton
IIhap -Ch r es H. Howard.
*»r-Charles H (Jeorge.
*
2 ~Alu,n C. Wheeler.
J

S

—Joelah Ν ttorr.

T.—L. L ttrtgg·.

Aiektanta-vT B. Strickland. P. M Walker.
After tbe do·· of tbe
lodge a lunch was

ν

defence was an alibi, and besides
McPbee two other witnesses were put on
who testified that McPbee worked cut
ting b rch on the farm of J. F. Hall. »ta
distance of some three mile· from Rumford Falls village; that he began work
the 3d of December, and worked
on
there ten days, and that he was at wor
there all day on the 4tb of December.
Who testified to this effect were
Mr. Hall and a man who ie now employ

BOLSTER

DISTRICT.

J. H. Clark is
louse by illness.
Mrs.

confined to

W. H. Swett is recovering from
ack of the grippe.

an

the|
at-

VTtwo

Mrs. Mary Parsons is suffering with
rysipelas in her face.

^County

Mrs. I. D. Cummings returned from
Attorney Parker for the state;
.'armouth last Thursday where she j McCarthy for the defence.
The jury was out only a short time be
pent the past week with relatives.

|

h£d

i;

(Arrangement from

At

Simper.
Hlrly-

Paradis, nuisance, $100 fine
and thirty days in jail, and thirty days
additional in delault of fine.
m
.h„
Alphonse Kurmal, perjury, six months

'°Io the «ίβ of^ominiok

served, and following it a short season
of speech
making, and then a few old
""Bgs, in which those preeent joined
with more than usual aeat.

y

Lucre..», tor

single sale, the sentence of the lower
court was affirmed-line of $50 and costs
of $11.78, and thirty days in jail.
In the case of Georgianna
victed of liquor nuisance, the
The
was $150 fine and 30 days in jail.
fine has been paid.
Patrick Gogan paid a fine of $o0 in an
appealed case for single sale.
Fred A. RuRsell of Andover paid a fin
of $100 on an old case as common seller
which had been placed on file.
John F. Barrett, who had pleaded
guiltv to larceny, and Peter Ayotte. who
had pleaded guilty to the forgery of a
check, were released on probation,, with
instructions to report to the county attorney once a month.

Potvin,^con-

»ent^®

The last contested bearing of the term
the divorce case of Rlualdo L. Cammings vs. Flora I. Cummings. Wright
and Wbeeler were coudmcI for Mr. Cum
min^s, Gray and A. S. Kimball for Mrs.
Cummiugs. The heailog opened Thursday morniug, the allegations btlng désertion and cruel and abusive treatment.
Mr. Cummings lives on a farm in the
southern part of Woodetock not far from
West Paris, and has in the past done
quite a large business as an apple buyer,
It
as well as some business in horses.
appeared from the libelant's evidence
that they were married about seventeen
years ago. For the first four years they
lived on the farm, then they moved to
South Paris and for seven years lived
there in rented houses, Mr. Cummings
still carrying on the farm. Mr. Cummings finally decided that it was necesNary to reduce his expenses, and that to
do it they must move back to the farm.
Mrs. Cummings refused to go unlesR α
at her disposal, to use
team was
I whenever she desired. Mr. C'ummines
refused to accede to this condition, and a
separation was effected, Mr. CummingK,
with their two sons, taking a portion of
the household goods and going to the
farm, and Mrs. Cummings, with their
daughter, going to ber people in the
town of Norway.
Evidence of cruel and abusive treatment was introduced, the cruelty consisting more in neglect and nagging than
in positive and aggressive acts.
I
Mrs. Cummings testified in ber own
behalf, and her version of matters differed somewhat In details from that of ber
was

R®a*d?"

|b5S5®»B5

the

Palms.)

reoognizanoe.

|

Fure.

The

Norway and Pari· Street Railway.

Wheeler

Baptist church:

C°Thi· I·

for'plalntiff; Gray for defendant

action for datnagee In caus>rgan Prelude.
Rff. I in? injury to a horse and meat cart of the
Jarstlna
Lord,
Taken
My
Have
Away
!
The plaintiff i. a farmer and
àu them —They
Harrington.
dealer living in the town of Pari.
•ITetwry—Selected.
of
On the 24th day of November, 1908, P®o
The Pay
loprano Solo, violin ob'lgato
Hanacom.
Re«urr*rtl <n.
lev, with hi· covered meat cart drawn by
Loud
\atheia, Easier Kella are Chiming
uair of honM»·, wa· eelllng «β·*0"
Clark
u
'e,
March,
Post
>xan
Pari· Street In Norway, and turned to |
Choir—Mrs. Noyes, Mrs. narrows, Mr. Merrill
go on to Solon Street. A· he orowritbe
Mr Hoi Is.
t«*ck of tbe street railway, hi» team wa·
ν Is· Urace Dean, violinist.
Mrs. Brtckett, organist.
«trnck bv the car, which left South Par s

plaintiff

an

r
-15 ρ m
The off horae wa· «truck
Extensive looting of the steamer Man- hv the om and ao badly Injured that «he
at
hattan, which was recently burned
to be killed «orne
Portland, and beached on the South 1tha mal| n^rt waa «omewhat damaged.
Portland shore, baa led to a number of
of the accident waa only
urea ta.

hid

1TSS Sine

moKnt.hVÎ* "rL1

children to father.

James Wm. Wight of Norwar from Alice Cor
dell* Wight of Somervllle, Mass.
Habita ol
intoxication. Custody of children to father.
Albertina Rlgelow from Philander T. Blgelow,
both of Paris. Cruelty and non-support.

Frederick Slauenwhlte of Bethel from Roa<
W. 81a uenwhite of paru unknown. Desertion.
Mabel G. Hill of Paris from Samuel P. Hill oi
Oxford. Cruelty. Custody of minor children
to mother.
NOTES.

$7.50 to
$20.00

this
Any person who neglects to comply with
notice will be POOMRD to a tax according to
of the 8tate and be barred of the right 1
application to the Aaaeaaora or County
Commlaalonera for any abatement of hi·* taxes,
unices hp offers such Hat with bla application
and aatlafles them that be waa unable to offer It
at the time herebv appointed.
CHABLES W. BOWKEB, I
WILLIAM C. STB A BN8, } Assessors
J
FRANK A. FABRAR,

You will be
Fabrics and the

··

AT

The New Suits are in, so are the New
Rain Coats and Top Coats.
invite
We
yon to call, whether you want to buy or merely

"■

F.

Rooms,

|

I

26,

MARCH

following Saturday.

stormy

Bangor.
Pinks,
Miles,
IMnks,
Pink·,

Mr. and Mra. A. M Ryerson.
Elliott Record and
Frank Ryerson and family.
Mrs. James Drake.
Cut fl >wers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maxim.

family.

STUBBORN AS MULES

liver and bowels sometimes; seem to
Then
there's
without cause.
balk
trouble—Loss of Appetite—Indigestion,
Nervousness, Despondency, Headache
But such troubles fly before Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the world's best Stomach and Liver remedy. So easy. 25c.
at the pharmacy of F. A. Sburtleff & Co,
are

If You Would Cur· That Back,
You need a pleasant herb remedy called Mother
Australian-Leaf for all Kidney,
Gray's and
Urlnarv trouble. Aa a regulator It
Blander
has no equal, cures headaches, nervousness, dizof sleep. At all Druggists, or by
and
loss
ziness
mail,Mets. S\MPLE FREE. Address, The
11-14
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, Ν. Y.

To Break In H«w Shoe· Always Γιι

Allen's Foot-Kaso, a powder. It preventa Tightness and
Blistering, cures Corns, Bunions,
Swollen, Sweating, Aching feet. At Druggists,
2Sc.
Sample mailed FREE. Address, A. 8.
11-14
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

Remember,

All

The American
Vacuum Cleaner
of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.
is

Day.

WOMEN

PARIS.

Buy
neighbors' cleaning.

N. Dayton Bolster Co.
and

Saturday,

March 18 and 19.

MAINE.

Boys'Shoes That Wear 40 inch

Length

shoes are made of good solid leather and thev will
You had better try them.

Unbleached

Cotton for 71-2 Cents.

PARENTS

that they
sometimes complain
find Shoes that will stand up
under the hard usage of the good healthy,
staving boys. If you are troubled that way, come
here for your shoes.
We have the Little Ripper that never rips ; Youths' $1.50 ;
Boys'$1.75. The Knockabout for $1.75 and $2.00. The»».
cannot

This is
We

can

wear.

get

a
no

good bedding cotton and a rare bargain.
more at this price and can charge none.
Sincerely yours.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO., S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
NORWAY,
MAINE.

Opera House Block,

The advent of Easter

Waist, Gloves

or

brings

Skirt.

FOR

EASTER!

desire for something new, Suit, Coat,
Over 100 Suits of all the new shades
variety of styles are ready for your
a

and materials in a large
These
inspection. Each day brings its new Easter offerings.
receive
goods are now ready for your inspection, which will
our most courteous attention.

Ladies' $16,50 Suits.

Ladies' $12.50 Suits.

Ladies' $10.00 Suits.

STORM SERGE in smoke and reseda
SELF STRIPED WORSTED in navy,
black and catawba, 33 inch, semi- green, semi-fitted style that is becoming
fltted coat with good quality lining, to everyone, lined with silk Venetian,

pockets and sleeves trimmed with tabs
and buttons, skirt with panel front with
section pleating at knees only 110.00.

JUNIOR'S

SUITS,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

TolepJiono 11B-8.

cuffs and pockets, mannish
notched collar; skirt with cluster of
pleats at seams only #12.50.

strapped

SIZES 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.

STRIPED WORSTED in green, smoke,
the new 32 inch
mouse, navy and black,
serai-fitted style, lined with fine quality
satin, turned back cuffs and fancy
pockets,'section pleated skirt, a very at
tractive suit for 916 50.

Suits for Stout Women.

New

Spring
Skirts

CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRT, made
with narrow box panel front. The side·
»re made in yoke effect trimmed with
ielf-covered buttons.

The liomce porComes

SEROE in black, navy, smoke and tion in laid in full deep pleats.
SUITS OF STRIPED WORSTED in
SUITS OF TWILLED WORSTED in
34 inch coat lined with satin, in black, green or navy, $1.08.
mannish
32
and
green,
inch,
coat
smoke,
green
navy,
the
desired
and
blue
length
smoke,
satin guaranteed to wear for two season*,
with silver grey satin lined, fancy collar three button coat with satin lining,
skirt trimmed with soutache and buttons; 11
trimmed with moire silk braid and but- faced lapels, fancy shaped pocket;
worsted suit

tons,

fancy shape pockets,

9

gored

skirt

WAIST of white India lawn, front with pleating at each seam, a pretty suit
made with clusters of tucke with vaJ. for 110.00.
insertion between, embroidered panel
Full length
in front. Open at back.
Suits.
sleeve, 11.49.
IMPORTED FRENCH SERGE, colore,
black, navy and smoke, stylish length
coat, with extra fine quality satin lined,
effect
WAIST of sheer white lawn, front lapels, sleeves trimmed in military
with silk braid; 13 gored skirt with
made of all-over embroidery, tucked to
for
suit
oinster pleating, a very taking
give proper fullness. Collar and long $18.00.
Open at
sleeves trimmed with lace.
back, $1.98.

WAIST of sheer white batiste. The
entire front is made of fine Swiss emname.
Open at
broidery of dainty design.
Josephine C. Davis of Norway from Emery P. back. Long sleeve trimmed in fancy de
Davis of Lewiston. Crue'tjr. Name of libelant
changed to Joeephlne C. Violette.
sign with val. insertion, $2.98.
▲Ima Whitman from Beuben M. Whitman,
both of Woodetock. Cruelty.
Reuben C. Brown of Mexico from Daisy B.
Brown of Ballston Spa, Ν. Y. Cruelty.
WAISTS made of fine quality white or
Florence W. York from Alton L. York, both of
Peru. Cruelty.
ecru net.
Opens at back. Square yoke
William 8tanley from Florence M. Stanley, of ▼»]. lace. Front trimmed with wide
both of Porter. Cruelty.
tucks and inaertion. Plaited frill down
Verna N. Jackson of Newry from Herbert W.
Desertion.
Custody of front Long sleeve with tnoke, $8 98.
Jackson of Lewiston.
minor child given t· the mother.
John E. Chase of Norway from Ethel May
Chase. Cruelty.
WAIST of Messaline ailk; opens at
Catherine Heed of Sumner from George H.
Seed of parts unknown. Desertion. Custody back.
Yoke In pretty design of souof minor child to the mother.
to matoh. Yoke bordered
tache
braiding
James H. Fessenden from Mehltable P. Fes·
Long tucked
•eoden, both of Hiram. Cruelty. Custody cf with fine tucked band.
minor children, Cheater James and Llnwood
sleeve.
Shoulder tuoka for fullness
the
father.
to
Smith, given
Comes in black, amoke, dark rose, light
Minnie L. Bobbin· of Oxford from John 8.
Desertion.
Custody of blue, white, green, or navy, $4.98.
Bobbins of Portland.
the
mother.
to
m loor children

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see them.
a Machine and do your own and your

Friday

smoke,

TAILORED WAIST of white linen.
Opens in front and trimmed with eight
deep aide pleat·. Wide center box plait,
with large pearl buttons, extending down
front, 98c.

$25.00.

1 Bale Short

Shirt
Waists

one

Price

TRUST COMPANY,

SUGGESTIONS
Easter

Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

South Paris.

sleigh

goods,

I

Prthlan Sisters.
Spray of pinks. Parla Grange.
Spray of 33 pinks, neighbors.
Spray of pinks, South Paris W. C. T. U.
Plnke, Seventh Grade School.
Spray of pinks, Mt. Klneo Sewing Circle,

CO.,

NOYES

H.

SATURDAY.

For Rent.

SOUTH

to

look.

PARK'S
Auction

pleased with the Nobby, Rich
prices will convince you of the

fact that Ours are stores of real value. We believe in quality and
we give our customers the best it is possible to procure.

AUCTION

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
of
JOSEPH DOUQLAS8, late of Porter,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands agalDst the estate ot said deceased are
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
GEORGE E. DAVIS.
March 15th, 1910.

mother.

"^Joseph

°£her

Watson

Frank J. Cook of Norway from Lena M. Cook
of Lynn, Mass. Desertion. Custody of mlnoi

of Various
Styles of
Suits from

the laws
to make

Id Paris, March IS, Albert O. Wheeler, aged
38 years.
In South Woodstock, March 18, Isaac W.
\ndrews, aired 76 years.
In North Paris, March 9, Fred Chase, aged 45
years.
In Denmark, March 17. Isaac H. Berry, aged
53 years.
In East Stoneham, March 3, Isaac McAllister,
aged 83 years.
In Sumner, March 14. U.ias M. Heckler.
In Sumner, March 13, Mrs. Lydla Alley, aged
82 years.
In Waterford, March IS, Harriet N. Smith,
aged 83 years.
In Norway, Marcb 16, James W. Crommett,
aged M years, 10 months, 25 days.

Showing

a

over.

Died.

C°Other

|

At Universalis* ohurch:

Dorey of Wei 1 from Harris J. Dorey
Cruelty. Custody of minor child to

Inspection

10

A
Rthe

Auburn,

f

rhe Risen Christ,
Am Ue That Llvelh
>ur Kaster Song
jail, Kaster Morn,

Irene M. Bldlon from Jamea H. Rldlon, both
of Hiram. Cruelty.
Κ tut M.
of I'aris.
libelant.

to the

wi°.^MÎnVMW·'»
«χ tH3. '^· &aa

additional in default of fine.
wreath, roses and pinka, Mr. and Mrs. G. G.
Wheeler, Bangor.
Joseph Lieman, $100 fine and
Kroken wreath, roses, Mra. Cora Whlttemore.
months at Auburn, and three months
Triangle, roses and pinks, Knights of Pythias.
additional in default of fine.
Bouquet of Ullea, South Paris Baptist Church.
Basket of pinks, Mr. and Mrs. P. 8. Mason.
Charles Winslow, the clerk on
Spray of 38 pinks, Mr. and Mrs. I. 8. Ford,
testimony these convictions were baeed, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Merrlam, Massachusetts.
pleaded guilty to larceny, and after re- Spray of pinks and tulips. Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
marks In his behalf by Mr. Foster, re- Smith, Mr. and Mra. F. G. Horton,Mrs. Hoamer,
Massachusetts.
ceived a sentence of sixty days In the
Spray of hyacinths, Mr. and Mrs. Philip G.
Smith, Auburn.
8pray of pinks, Galen and Estelle Wheeler,
sentences were imposed, in cases
where a plea of guilty had already been Bangor. of pinks, Hamlin Temple, No. 44,
Spray

fhey

|

Reynolds of weatbrook- Cruelty.
Carrie K. DeCoster from John 8. DeCoster,
both of Paris. Cruelty.

to tbe wlfe 0t A1-

We Have
For Your

"H" of L- r. Data of their pol'a and all their relate*, real and
personal, not by law exempt from taxation,
the **'« of Millard which tbey were poaaeaaed of, or which they
held aa guardian, executor, admlnlatrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1910, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
Married.
When eatatea of peraone deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed
"«■ α τ κ- hand a from any cauae, the executor, admlnlatrator or other persona Interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of such change, and In
default of auch notice will be held nnder the
law to pay the tax aaaeaaed although such
estate baa been wholly distributed and paid

Bich*îiSSîye,§**rch

"J

placed

Lud

Rumford from John A.

*,β ot H"rj w.

FOR

fore returning a verdict of not guilty.
Hr. Davies Addresses Paris Orange.
I
entertained
Paris Grange on Saturday
\brabam Klain of Rumford was next
good number of West Paris Grange, tried on an indictment for receiving
ilso the members of Wm K. Kimball
Klain is a Hebrew who
tolen
and YVm. K. Kimball
K
'ost, G. A
in Rumford fora number of
The
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. K.
ν ear·, and has of late been *unnln* *
ables in the dining room of the grange
Tlie
River btreet.
livery «table on
rere Dearly twice tilled at dinner.
goods concerned in this case
In the afternoon a number of other lace
curtains, draperies, a couch cover,
itizens came in, and Howard Davie* of
The evidence
a Piece of oilcloth.
farmouth was introduced to talk on wan
very similar to that in the Chase
axation. Lack of space forbids more
was
Klain
some
of
it
Identical.
and
case,
ban a brief outliue of Mr. Davies' re- i„
the father-in-law of Chase, "d they
fact
the
to
attention
aarks. He called
all live in the same house on River
hat the legislature of this state is to •street
The goods in this case were
income
the
ou
to
vote
ie called upon
ID (h.
>ru»k with tho«
ax amendment to the constitution, and
the ChMe case, bm Wlnilow test' hh
dvocated the income tax as a right | that he delivered them to Klain at the
husband.
hing, putting the tax upon wealth. He Utter'e suggestion and request.
At the conclusion of the testimony the
lid not much faror the corporation tax,
Klain testified that be bought the I case was submitted to the court without
the
cor·
of
business
the
tax
on
a
tutting
roods from Winslow not knowing that argument.
Judge Wbitehouse briefly
•oration, which the corporation would
were stolen, and that they were, not reviewed the case, saying that while
»e pretty sure to collect out of the pen-1 delivered to him at several «m·· a.
there had been a laok of due consideratie eventually, but considered that an Winslow had teet.fied, but hat
th^y tion in the relation of the partie·, and
□come tax on individuals would tend to were all
that
trie
one
brought at
neither was without blame for the oonditime,
elieve the poor man to some extent.
nrioe wbich Winelow asked for them was tion of affairs, the evidence did not
Mr. Davies reviewed the tendency of • 14 but «bat he told him that was too
maintain the charge of desertion, neither
he times, not only in this country but
and finally, without getting any did it show such cruel and abusive
much,
a
ill over the world, in the direction of
price on the separate articles, got the treatment as would justify a divorce.
lemaud for more power for the people,
The divorce was therefore denied.
as
one
md advocated the direct primary
.Is» Mr. Hutehln* ud Mr.
Another contested divorce from Hiram
if the means to that end. He also stat- Wrieht
was expected in the afternoon, bnt after
appeared for the defence.
d that in his opinion present tariff rates
Wednesday morning after being ou I arrival at the court house the parties
and that "the time has
ire too high,
about an hour the jury returned a verdict adjusted tbeir financial disagreements,
nrae when the demand for lower tariff··
of guilty.
the divoroe was allowed to be obThere was a I
I and
.»η not be longer denied."
tained without contest.
trief general discussion following bis
Court finally adjonrned Friday foreeraarks.
John Dumont and Nellie
no jn.
»leaded guiltv to fornication, and John
Easter at the Churches.
Divorcee were decreed during the term
Durnont to an indictment for
next
church
the
At
Congregational
Dumont is now serving 1 ^ntence In j»i as foliowe:
<unday the music will be as follows:
for illegal possession and tbe
Blanche M. Newell from Frank L. Newell,
Cruel and abusive treatWilson. I rase wa· continued, and a· « waB
both of Woodstock.
„lft up your Heads,
Γ
Dressier.
ment.
Ie 1* klseo.
for
I
who
red by Mr. Foeter,
appeared
Hanscoin.
In
the
Jlorv
Highest,
Sadie M. Frost of Greenwood from George K.
th»m
that the partie· in the
Lorenz
)ur Easter Prayer,
Non-support Libelant's
Froet of Lewiston.
iymn, "Christ Is Risen, Hallelujah."
name changed to Sadie M. Lowe, her maiden

Joods.
baTbeE

PlWDMB^Imwi^MS.9,

iD8*ete<}

S!Lt

"*«*·—wtiter L. Gray.
Κ

mThe

S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
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—

8

Fred Smith
U. S Edwards.
M. E. CuintulngA.

Norway. Cruelty.
Bessie F. Reynolds of

Brown, both ol

IS. to the wife of L. G.

"·10

name.

Eliza A. Brown from Jease
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CHECKING ACCOUNTS

|

topic,
educational system?M

a*daughter

Ind

_

teetifiedp^mviJ;

other^di-

°

The Aaaeaaora of the Town of Paris hereby I
to tuatlon In
give notice to κ 11 persons liable
said town, that they will be In sesalon at the
said Town,
In
Aaaesaora' Office In South Paria,
on the lint day of April, at 10 a. m. till 4 r. m.,
of
the polls
Uet<
of
for the purpose
recelring
and eatafa taxable In aalil town.
All aach person* are hereby notified to make
and bring to raid Assessors true and perfect

K)LEY$B0NEÏ^IAR

»

|1

rection the cir was going; that someι little distance from the scene of the collision he had looked back toward Par s
and did not see the car, and supposed
that it was coming from the
rection. Near the crossing which leads
to Beal Street and Solon Street, Penley
made rather a short turn. Hearing the
motorman shout to him, he reined his
horses back off the track, but not quickly enough to escape the car.
One of the interesting features of the
made of the
case was the estimates
speed of the car. The length of the road
and the regular schedule would make it
necessary to run the car at
speed of a little more than eight miles
an hour, providing it ran -continuously
without ever making a stop. Ed Bur
nell, motorman on the car at the time of
I the accident, and Myron
ductor on that car, estimated that the
car never exceeded a speed of six miles
an hour.
On the other hand, Wlnfleld
Bessey, a former railroad trackman who
lives near the scene of the aocident, estimated the average speed for the entire
run at sixteen miles per hour.
At the conclusion of the plaintiffs
a
evidence, counsel for defence
non-suit, and after the matter had been
briefly argued, Judge White)h°«"®
that in his opinion the plaiot»£E had not
made out a case which would satisfy the
law court. A non-suit was ordered, and
the case goes to the law court on exceptions to this ruling.

Corbet*

BLUE STORES.

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

Bon.

Id the case of Eamee vs. Albany, a nonsuit was ordered, with the right of exceptions. This is the case where the
school committee failed to provide transportation for the daughter of a citizen to
"the nearest suitable school" as the law
provides, but provided transportation to
Another school, whereupon her father
AT 9:30 O'CLOCK A. M.
carried her himself and sued the town
for pay. The decision of Judge Whitehouse indicates that in case of failure of
Furnished House on Paris Hill for the coming
the school committee to comply with summer. Ten rooms and two bath rooms,
the
hot If
tbe law, a different remedy must be had aod cold water, hard wood floors throughout,
Second story piazza,
was
One of the juries
open flres and furnace.
discharged from that tried in (bis case.
Une views. Table board may be obtained within
finally Immediately after the noon recess
Golf and tennis near.
very short distance.
Oak dining table, dining chairs,
and
the
Albert
O.
Wheeler.
This house was formerly known as the Forbea
remaining jurors
Wednesday,
and has been entirely remodeled.
later in the afternoon.
After a severe illness of a few days place
dishes, bedding, readyfurniture,
E.
CASE.
Address, CHARLES
The business remaining on the criminal with
76 William St., New York.
pneumonia, Albert O. Wheeler
made clothing,
millinery, store
dockot was cleaned up before adjourn- died
L.
South
Me.
Or
Wavtkb
Giut,
Pails,
lltfj
early Tuesday morning at his home
ment Wednesday night.
and things too
in the Bolster District, Paris.
Mr.
cheap
A third case for receiving stolen goods, Wheeler was born in Westbrook
thirtymention.
to
numerous
in the form of an indictment against
eight years ago, moving to Portland
Joseph Lieman of Rumford Falls, was when a small boy. He learned tbe wood
Our*· Ooldai Prevents Pneumonia
awaiting trial, but after verdicts of turning business, and was engaged in it
guiltv had been returned against Chase at Portland for some
years. In 1894 he
on
subKlain. by separate juries,
purchased the Briggs farm in the Wbitstantially the same evidence as in this temore District in Pari·, and lived there
advice
Lieman
case.
by
until 1906, when be purchased the farm
pleaded nolo contendere.
County At- on which he thereafter lived.
torney Parker then moved for sentence
Mr. Wheeler married Annie R. Wbitin the larceny cases.
I temore of Paris, who survives him, with
Mr. Wright and Mr. Hatching, in be- two
ohildren, Albert H., 11 years of age,
half of the three to be sentenced for re- and Marion
E., 2 years of age. He is
ceiving stolen goods, addressed the oourt also survived by his mother, Mrs. H. M.
in their behalf with considerable earnestWheeler, and one brother, G. 6. Wheelness, even voicing their doubts as to the er, both of
Bangor.
correctness of the verdict, "d ™guestHe wan a member of tbe South Paris
ing that a reasonable fine would fully Baptist Church, of Paris Orange, and of
satisfy the demands of justice.
Hamlin Lodge, Knights of Pythias. A
"P°° hard working,
County Attorney Parker
upright citizen, who had
*
a punishment severe enough to
the respect of every one, and leaves a
In
aid
the
and
deterrent
effect,
strongly
large circle of friends.
protection of property at
Tbe funeral, which was at 2 p. m.
ferring to the Klaln-Chase establishment Thursday, was attended by Rev. A. T.
»
A checking account I· a great
a »Men of thieves."
I McWhorter
tbe
of
Congregational
convenience for women, as It
Judge Wbitebouse with brief remarks ohurcb, and was in charge of Hamlin
furnishes an accurate record of
Imposed sentences as follows:
Lodge, K. of P., tbe lodge attending in
household and general ex·
Q
Joseph Chase, «200 fine and -four a body and performing its funeral serpeases. The returned check Is
months in jail at Auburn, and four vice. There was a
of
flowers,
profusion
for
a
every
receipt
good
always
months additional if fine is not paid a list of which follows:
I
bill paid.
within ten days.
I
Pillow, "Husband," wife and children.
We Invite your patronage.
Abraham Klain, $150 fine and three
M.
Mra.
H.
Wheeler,
Son,"
Pillow,
"My
and three months
months at

|

ock plant on Thursday, March 17tb.
fhe plant was sent by relatives in Ireand.
Mr. Hickey generously divided
rith his friends.

will ac-

goods

concerned in this indictment came from the furniture store of
Elliott W. Howe, and constated of lace
curtains, draperies, quilts and other articles. On the 26th of March, 1909, Deputy
Sheriff H. L. Elliott, armed with a search
;
warrant and accompanied by Mr. Howe,
searched the house oa River Street occupied by Chase and his father-in-law,
I Λ brain Klain, and their families. The
goods which appeared in this case, and
which were identified by Mr. Howe as
coming from bis store, were found in a
I trunk in a room occupied by Dora Klain.
Some time later Charles Winslow, who
,
drives the delivery team for Mr. Howe,
was suspected and arrested, and made a
full statement of his connection with the
Winslow was a witness in this
matter.
case, and testified that be took these
I goods from the store and delivered them
to Cbase at Chase's suggestion, receiving
a small sum from Chase for doing so.
In his own defence Chase testified
that be bought the goods in question
without any knowledge that they were
stolen; that he took them at onetime
from the team driven by Winslow, and
paid him the price named, amounting to
¥28.70, without dickering; that as he
was having
whitewashing and other
work done in the house, he bad the
goods packed away in a trunk to protect them.
The two younger daughters of Abram
Klain, Dora and Ida Klain, testified for
the defence, and there was some conflict
between their testimony and that of the
state's witnesses as to the detaile of the
search of the house.
County Attorney Parker conducted
the case for the state, and Mr. Hutchins
of Rumford and Mr. Wright for the defence.
The jury was out some more than an
hour and a half Tuesday morning, and
returned a verdict of guilty.
The

Paris,

oonrthoa^tt

Trank H. Richardson of Norway from Ded*
.boats mile from the
H. Richardson of Carthage. Desertion.
wu taken for ft view of the locality,
Beetle M. Tumbling from Fremont H. Tarn
and on their return the trlftl prooeeded.
bllng. both of Parla. Habita of Intoxication
Ai most of the witnesses put on the Custody
of minor children to tbe mother.
•tend by the plaintiff were employee or
«

Supreme Judicial Court.

Ladies' $18.00

Ladies' $10.00 Coats.

with

panel

front and side

exclusive style for $11.50.

pleating,

an

gored pleated skirt,
for 110 50.

this

CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRT, made
with inverted pleat in front, trimmed
witb fancy buttons.
Deep full length
CADET side
MUSTARD AND
NEW
FINE SERGE in navy and reseda, cot
pleats, very full. Comes in green,
with
extra
in the desired length, some lined with shades in twilled worsteds,
or black, 94.98.
lined, the desired three but- gray
silk, others with satin, the lapels extend quality satin
with graceful lines, deep lapels
nearly to waist line, trimmed with moire ton style
soutache and buttons,
silk, soutache and buttons; fancy pleated of silk moire with
with moire.
skirt with buttons, splendid value $20.00. pockets and cuffs piped
Exceptional value, $25 00

Ladies1 $20.00 Suits.

Ladies' $25.00 Suits.

BLACK

HEAVY

Ladies' $15.00 Coats.

VOILE

SKIRT,

made with narrow box panel front.
CUllra'S $3.98-4.50-4.98 Cuts.
Deep full length aide pleats, trimmed
Of Herriog-bone effects in serges, covsemi fit- near lower edge witb taffeta folds, $5.98.

Long semi-fitting Coats of French erts and mixtures.
34 inch Tailored Black Coats of fine
embroidLined throughout with serge with new shawl collar of
French serge.
be detached. Fan- ting backs. Very
heavy black satin; with neat notched ered crash, which can
oy pockets, bottons through with large
collar. Mannish flap pocketi at hip.
fancy buttons. Shonlder lining of same.

Loose and

prettily trimmed.

CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRT of fine

wear in
We have the much wanted Capes for evening and street
$8.00,
light blue, cadet, navy, rose and black. $4.98, $7.50,

$10.00, $12.50.

panel front edged on
by narrow side pleated gores.
The aides are trimmed in yoke effect with
buttons. The lower portion is laid Id
deep aide pleats. Come· in black, gray,

quality.

Has box

either side

or

navy, $7.50.

WORSTED SKIRTS,
stylish effect. The yoke portion
is made to drop in atyliah pointa at aide·.
The yoke is finished with loose edged
over drape effect and the flounce is formComes in black
ed in deep side pleats.
DIAGONAL

made in

and navy, $9.00.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

ASSIST. NATURE The Land of
much more does the

Puzzledom

A* the tree* need c*rc, m
human body need watching.

·*~

""

Η over tired or out of condition, take a good reiterative
"
L F is the great health collective.
medicine.
Prcaque I lie. Me.
traubUd u-it/k/aumiut andhtaj^uht hat
b<tn g~r*a:ly
hat
and
.VtdKitu
A.' Atwoixfs

"My wt/t wAo

turd 'L

was

-OWEN WHITE.

hntfiud.»
Be sure each bottle ha*

L- F." in large red letters.

"

t·
At yaw Uv'i, 3ic liri· kettle. Write for liWral ua»ie
Portland. M«.
THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.

4O-KNOX-6O
THE GREATEST HILL CLIMBERS IN MAINE

Oorrespondcnoe on topics of Interest to tbe ladies
U solicited. Address : Editor Homemakebs
Coluvji, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pirls, Me.

Five O'clock Tea.

The five oolook tea is the most simple
and satisfactory way of entertaining
one's friends, and m it is so simple and
bave
easy it is a pity that some hostesses
allowed the tea to blossom oat into a
formal afternoon reception. An affair
at which salads, creams, entrees, and
various ices are served is not a tea and

No. 855.—Novel Acrostic.
Eacb of the words described con
When these word*
tains five letters.
are rightly guessed and placed one below another in the order here given
the second line of letters will spell the

of a celebrated American gen
eral and the fourth line the name of a
Both were
famous American poet
born in February. Crosswords: 1. Τυ
weave so as to produce diagonal line*
2. Work. 3. Employing. 4
or ribs.
Green cormorants, δ. Slight quarrels
& Wrath. 7. Nimble. 8. Quiet 9. A
nam»

mark in

punctuation. 10.

PORTLAND, ME.

SECOND HAND DEPARTMENT

And he who drives my first and last

Deserves great commendation.

distant kitohen. There never was a
truer adage than the old one that dé-

No.

clarée,

1.
4. It was a cot 5.
Rose rust.
mark oets. 0. Nice teks. 7. A gnarl
8. Press dunes.

Prices $400-$600-$900-$1200-$ 1800

1. He walks with a calm, dignified
air.
2. In hottest August Inertia seizes

National Bank Protection
great deal to you

thirty-eight

For

depositor.

as a

years

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

MAINE.

NORWAY,

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward. legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day. the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.
Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better

security

The officers of this Bank

are

glad

to

give

MAINE.

NORWAY,

jjive

you

at the same time.

SOUTH

save you

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

Keep

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAX SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Faints,

House Paints,
Barn Paints.

Our

Paroid

Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paiuts include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and

Hoofing—The best

of all rootings.

said to pass the world arotind,
let In your wardrobe 1 am found.
With whir of wheel 1 hold my place.
Tet often made of finest lace.
I may be shiny, thick or thin.
Or made from some poor creature's skin.
If I'm too large, then others scoff.
Near you by day. at night I'm off.
1

MAINE.

F»LE3ASE

Putty, Nails,

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Sherwin-Williams.

TUE TIME TESTED KIND.

BCOXES.

Into a quart of flour stir a teaspoonful
of salt and two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder. Sift three times, then chop
into the mixture a heaping tabiespoonful
of butter, and when well blended add
enough chilled milk to make a soft
dough. Handle as little as possible and
Roll
board.
turn out on a floured
quickly and lightly into a sheet and out
into rounds with a small biscuit or cake
cutter. Lay upon a hot eoapetone griddle, and when brown turn and brown;
Bplit open—tearing, not cutting the

No. 861.—Riddle.

money

PARIS.

and lemon.

—Youth's Companion.

COMPANY.

<5,

TOLMAN

E.

C.

quality and

each guest makes a satisfactory drink.
The waitress gives a plate and doily to
each gueet, then hands her a cup of tea
and passes upon a tray the cream, sugar,

An Inventor whose work for the farm was
meant ;
A writer on tracing the human race bent.

is

but

one

the names of the objects Id
Spell
the picture, theu add and subtract
The answer will
them hs Indicated.
be one of the United States.
No. 860.—Hidden Celebrities.
Who nri- th»> eight famous people the
centennial of whose birth occurred in
1909?
An American president, noble and great;
An Englishman, head of affairs of state;
Poets who wrote In English, three;
A German composer of great melody;

perpetual pleasure
No musician
pianos.
perfect

admires them ; no
interested in the price.
We will

Π—I

rs

out

will find

but

π

L

LOVERS OF MUSIC
our

cold and therefore eoggy. Â dish
of fancy cakes and macaroons are the
only Bweets required.
Make fresh tea often. The lover of
the beverage is quick to detect the "flat"
taste that proves that the same leaves
have been used over and over again.
Cheap tea is an abomination and expensive tea Is too delicious an article to be
spoiled in the making. Therefore, prepare only a little at a time—just a little
more than will be needed by the guests
present at the time of the making. After
the beverage bas stood for three minutes,
it is ready to pour. The usual allowance
is the old fashioned one of "a teaspoonful of tea leaves for each person and one
for the pot," but some of the finest
grades of tea make too strong a decoction
If used according to this formula, and a
half teaspoonful of the dried leaves for

depos-

its

am

No.

Bcones—and
Bazar.

To wash the bair brush use soda inSoap softens the bristles
while soda does not, but cleans the
brush very quickly.

All good housekeepers dread the bad
stains left in table linen by chocolate or
If the stain is first washed in
cocoa.
cold water without soap it will entirely

ΓΪ.
1234 567 a cup of broth and give
her the bunch of 1 2 3 4 5 67.

disappear.

To strain hot liquids through a cloth
into a vessel fasten the cloth to the edge
of the vessel with spring clothes pins,
you will then have both hands free to
work with without danger of scalds or
burns.

III.
1 saw my old 123 4 56 a kitten
when it was stealing the 123 45 6.

IV.

I 123456780 10 that the last time
be went 12345 be 678Θ10 little
chance of being saved.

In sprinkling table linen use a large
ealt shaker and in the water put a little
cold starch, about a tablespoonful to a
quart of water. The linen will iron with
about the same stiffness as when new.

Don't

Kay to Puzzledom.
No. 846.—Dropped Letters: Cement,
The kind that lasts. season, ceilings, see. sea. see. cedars,
make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
seekers.
Kegular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. series, serious, seized, siesta,
Seymour. Teunessee. Seattle.
We sell w>re screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
No. W7.-Anagrain: Nasturtiums
Bent,
No. 848.—Changed Letters:
Wheelbarrows—We have a few tirsfc class wheelbarrows. Call and see tbem.
sell "Columbia ignition Batteries" the I tent, cent, vent, dent, went, pent, sent,
Electrical
and
Supplies—We
Telephones
leut, rent.
best for automobiles and telephones.
No. 840.—Two Word Squares:
Η

Κ A Τ

Κ Α Ο Κ Κ

Κ

A

Ρ Κ

ASIA

Β Κ Ρ

1 A

TEAL

Ο

To keep food warm keep a clean brick
the gas range. It heats easily, keeps
hot a long time, keeps coffee or food hot,
with the gas low if the vessel containing
food is placed directly on it and will
even keep food warm for some time with
the gas turned out.

onion,
ball, anvil, coulter, coffin, oration—tobacco.
No. 861.—l'unie Picture:
Bag-agecbeck. baggage check.
Suds,
No 852.-Numerical Enigma:

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

850.-Rlddle:

Thongs,

on

hush, rye—Heury Hudson.
No. S53.—Cburade: Dine-nuy-mlte—

placing my roast in the oven I always sprinkle enough flour for gravy on
the bottom of the pan after the roast ii
bot. Do not salt or pepper it or put
This
water in until it is warm through.
saves one from stirring the flour for
gravy and at the same time browns.
In

noun.

dynamite.

No. Sf>4 —Crossword Enigma: Cricket.

Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELEB & CO.,
South Paris.
00 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

Patents

—

TRADC MAW

Carpets

Demon·
COPVRMMTS AC.

Anyone «ending a «ketch and description may
quickly ascertain oar opinion free «bather aa
Invention I· probably patentable. Communication· •trtctlyconOdeutlal. HANDBOOK on Patents
lent free. Uldeet agency tor securing patent*.
Patente taken through Munn A Co. reoelve
iptctai twitce. without charge, la th·

Scientific American.

to close out o«M patterns and clean

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.

up stock.

culation of any sclentlllc tournai.
year four η on the, »L Sold by all

Chas. F. Ri
NORWAY,

For

Place

Corner Main and Danfcrth Sts.,

MAINE.

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood A Forbtt South Pari·.

Àt

Larcest cirTerme. 9* a
mewed—If■

a

Bargain.

Sale

ϊΒββξί
stl

us.

Can you Believe your Senaes?
When two of them, taate and smell,
of the readers
I wonder how
having been impaired if not utterly de- icuow what a little many
treasure they possess
stroyed, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully re- In the discarded
safety razor blades?
stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
For removing hook·, eyes and buttons
doubt that this remedy deserves all that
are
unexcllcd, doing so
bas been said of it by the thoosands and snaps they
without injury to the daintiest fabrics,
who have used it? It is applied directly
and for any kind of ripping it is by far
to the affected air passages and begins
the moat satisfactory method.
it· healing work at onoe. Why not get
it to-day? AU druggist· or mailed by
Use small safety pins for patting on
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York, covered buttons, for fastening dress
on

receipt of

60 cents.

ihields in place, for holding ribbon bows
Qet a good quality
on baby caps, etc.
ind they can be kept for years. They
are so handy for many things, and save
k great deal of time and sewing when

Concerning Argument.
Certain people seem to arouse the
spirit of sirgning in each other. Somecomes.
times they are husband and wife; some- washday
time· they are friend· or merely acBave
kitchen table covered with
quaintance·. It usually begins when the sine or yonr
aheet iron. Tou will find it so
people are involved in situation· where much better than oil cloth. It never
their interests olaah. So they argue
about those interests.
Gradually the wears out and anything hot can be set
without the least Injury. Then it
state of mind excited by arguing be- m it
as it can be
It makes the people argue s cleaner than oil cloth,
comes fixed.
and water and Is
washed with hot

even when there Is no clash of Interest.
Often they don't realise that they are

soap

tlways clean and sanitary. OU oloth is
1 lice when new but does not last long.
arguing. They think they are merely
stating honest opinions. What they are
To cleanse and brighten cut glass wash
really doing ia expressing reaentment. t in luke warm water to which has been
that
control·
It
is
Nearly always
feeling
idded a little bluing. Use a soft tissue
the mind.
| ; >aper instead of a oloth when the glass
Yon will be
îas been dried carefully.

"Maria, who

Elgh* gawk

One of the beet email places In Parts.
Uni-tied ami four untlnlshed rooms, plenty ο
closet room, good cellar, city and well water,
goo* I large garden spot, chance for 100 hens,
several good bearing apple and pear trees.
House Is warm and pleasant and In good conillUon, subie for two horses, carriage room and
wood shed all under cover except hen house.
Close to and between two villages, good neigh
κΐ place to get work and tor
to send children
This place close
to school, electrt
111 sell or trade for a

family

ber·.

TRIAD

No.

all

▲ rubber bag is a groat convenience in
where there are several children.
This can be made of a square piece of
material on which are stitched the number of pockets required. Let each child
know its own pocket and you will soon
discover the necessity of a bag for rub-

S Κ

Α

Α

save

interior
and exterior, that interest you and paste
them in a book. When you are ready to
build these will be of great value to you
as regards decorations and conveniences.

It

ι.

South Paris.

contemplate building
illustrations of dwellings, both
If you

a

la

the

spider legged

1

j

to tee Bessie two or
three times a week?"
"Why, don't you know, Joho? That's;
fonog Mr. Welloph, the junior partner
In the firm of Spotoaah ά Co."
"Well, oonfonnd her, why doesn't she
live him a little more encouragement?"

that

comes

I preeted with a brilliant

polish.

Useless bottles may be used for jelly
rlasaee by cntting off the top to any

leptb required. Wrap

common

cotton

ord two or three times around the bot·
le a very little below where it is to be
livlded. Drop alcohol or kerosene slow·
on the cord until well saturated, then
^ ygnlte with a match. When the flame ia
in yoar, early died out pour on a little oold
I rater and it will Immediately separate

Tom—Were you left much
inele'i will?
Jack—Much! I was left completely.

a

smoothly
\

J

m

il oat.

Kugilsh government authorities
leuru
Oturiulned to make tbe Iguoraut
exerby
art.
beginning
uetHlful
lliis
cises on ι he decks uf their warships.
classée
Instructors wwv obtained and
Uncle Ham
of sailors were formed.
aisu teaches his sailors to swhu.
The lessons I*4#!» by huvlng tbe seaa broad
man lie upon his stomach ou
stool and learn to make tbe proper
Uie

bad
mere

and
prove
ment.

good sense
nearly wrecked his
own

a ter, either, bow many stones are pickbecome
empty shell ed off the land one year, there are just
oat to as many to begin on next spring. The
set

his stateThe red

ELIXIR
EttabUthtd 1851

Ι/Vtfa' cureall.

iousness, and lack of appetite.
Intestinal antiseptic. Expel·

of

Buy a Barrel

of This Flour

You will find it real economy
buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.
You will not only protect yourself
against advances in price due to
to

boys and girls would take away the
breath of city children. It is chiefly
a winter entertainment, because they
have not much time for mere pleasure

"wheat corners" and crop conditions,
but you will always be sure of the

Ί
LKARNINU υβΥ HWIUMIXQ.

the whitest
finest grained bread
bread—the lightest biscuit—the most
delicious pastry that can be baked.
Note how much cleaner William
Tell is than other flours—due to the
costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company's mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.
Ask your dealer and insist on

the necessary swimming move
ments can be taught In this way. so
that one drilled In theui could If he
fell orerboard save himself easily from
drowning even though lie had never
liefore been oui of his depth In water
Often In the preliminary dry drills the
learner must leave the stool lie Hat
all

upon deck ami go through the swim
miug movements while his comrades
ΙΓ he
stand about and crltlebu· him
If awkward and clumsy the comrades
make sport of him mercilessly and up

having

For Sale

W. L. DOUGLAS

83.00,*3.50,84.00

àL *5.00.

SHOES

provided

for this pur
pose. It seems very strange, but Rome
of the big grown men. even after they
the swlmmlug move
bave
ments. are seared half to death at the
thought of going into the water You

deep

NORWKGXAN ΜΟ'ΓΗΒΒ AND CHILD.

water are

Best in the World,
UNION
MADE

leiirticjl

persons.

An Easter Cutout Picture.
Trace with a paiitarraph on a piece
of cardboard about one foot long the
gnome shown lu tlie cut. After cutting
him out color In the following manner
Tint tin· face and lia mis wltb red ΙιιΙ»
diluted witji water, leave the bean!
white and

paint

all the remaluiiig parts

and

$2.50

Fo*t Color

price, quality considered, in the world.
ttyle, easy fitting and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other makes. If you have been paying
high prices for your shoes, the next time
you need a pair give W. L. Douglas shoes

You can save money on your
a trial.
footwear and get shoes that are just as
good in every way as those that have
been costing you higher prices.

carefully

π.Μλ/s.

J. F.

and

—

Plummer,

CURE

at one band, ent
along the edge of the other band

and bond out slightly. Bend tbeghome
where the dotted line crosses in such η
manner that the feet und upper part
of the body will lie parallel and at
right angles to the legs. Place a hard
boiled egg in his lap aud fasten his
The beard
arms about it with paste.
may also be attached.

Tin·

A Royal Rebuke.
of the Society

niemlN't-s

of

presence

dignitary,

i»veu

of

the head in
highest earthly
royalty Itself. They

Friends decline to
the

uncover

the

wiy that this Is a token of reverence
which should be kept for <*od alone
The famous William I'cun. who be
longed to tills sect, krpt on his hat
when he was first presented to his sov
erelgti, Charles II. The king rebuke»

this apparent rudeness lu a manner η
Whet,
less happy than good matured.
the sturdy Quaker whs shown Into his
presence his majesty took off his owu
hat. saying. "Friend I'enn. It Is the
iiistom of this court for ouly oue perton to remain covered at a time."

Τ He

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS MONEY REFUNDED.

I shall sell at my
store on Western Avenue, at

AUCTION
a

fifty-

Listen.
"Well. Henry, how do you like your

"Not at all; they're so quiet tbat 1
daren't move or mamma can't bear
"—Vivant
what thftv'ra

KHRRT LITTLH CHIPMUNKS.

April

Conundrum·.

Do fanners eat the proper
aort of food?
The farmer of today buys a much
larger proportion of the food that goes
on the table than he did tea
years ago.
It's a good thing that this is so because

he has a
peat variety to select from.
He should, however, use great care
in selecting for the best results in
health and strength.
The widespread tendency m the city
to increase tne amount of Quaker Oats
eaten is due
very largely to the recent
demonstrations ny scientific men that
the Quaker Oats ted man is the man
with greatest physical endurance and
greatest mental vigor.
Farmers should give this subject
careful thought and should increase
the quantity of Quaker Oats eaten by
themselves, their children and the
farm hands.
The regular size 10c package is not
as convenient for the farmer as the
large size family package at 26c 57

tbe woods will be fairly alive
with these small brown squirrels bopping over tbe ground and In the trees

plentiful

uuts.

Magic Music.
One of the players Is sent out of tbe
tbcn agree upon

simple task for ber to perform,
such as moving a chair, touching an

some

biddeu ob-

A new Lot
ject. She Is then called In, and some
If the
one begins to play the piano.
The best of
jf Plumbing Goods.
performer plays very loudly the "seek- 1
No old
for
woodwork
closets.
>ak
near
er" knows that she Is nowhere
and see this line. Job·
the object she Is to search for. When ! roods. Call
attended

No

)ing promptly
:harge for team.
L. M. Longley v
Maine.
] Norway,
1

to.

.το.

14, igio

To Seattle, Victoria. Vancouver, PortUnd,
Nelson, Robson, Spokane, lacoma, Sen
Francisco, Los Angeles, Etc.,

$53.45.

Proportionately low rates are also offered
to Colorado, Texas, Mexico, Montana and
many other Western Points.
TOURIST SLEEPING CARS
leave Montreal Mondays, Wednesdays an<i Kit·
■lays at 10 30 P. Μ for Ibe accommodation of pa«
class tick ft « v>
sengers holding first or second
Chicago and West thereof as far as the Pacific
Coast. Nominal charge I» made for berths, % tit· «
mar be reserved in advance.
For fares, time tables, maps and rellaM<j toformation, write
G. A. DORAN, Agt.G.T. Ry.,South Par!·,Me

Co.,

Ν. Y.

ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1909
$
Mortgage Loans,
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and Banks,
A genu' Balances
Interest and Bei ts,

15.WX

$

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted,

684 .f/; ■.
342 1,

.$ «^.54',
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
44,2·;
$
Net Unpaid Losses
M I
Unearned Premiums
5,·
All other Liabilities,
Admlttoil Assets,

Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Cash

ο

23,7." 0>

52*,*» u
75,07* a.
40,4
2,173

: ;

137,0*: Λ

$
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
W. J. WHEELEB A CO.. Agents,

u

South Parts, Me.

People's

Water

Company.

AHNUAL MBBTfNO.
Notice Is hereby given that the anDusI men
of the People's Water Company for the ele« tt.
of officers for the ensuing year end the trar:··»
tlon of any other business thai mar legally >
before said meeting, will be hel l at the office
the Treasurer in South Paris on Saturday, A
2,1910, at five o'clock p. u.

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer
South Paris, Maine, March 15,1910.

ffOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
In Bankrupt -,
JAMES D. UHLMAN,
of Bethel, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of .James D. Uhlman, In
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 20th day
D. Uhlman κ
Sept., A. D. 1909, the said James
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the lir
t
IWrtlHI of his creditors will be held at
office of the Beferee, No. 8 Market Sq iare, Sou;
Paris, on the 26th day of Mar, A. D. 1910,
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time ti
said creditors may attend, prove tbetr claln
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, ar,
transact such other business as may proper
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Mar. 12, 1910.
WALTER L. GRAT,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

}

Savings

Bank

Dandruff

Easily Cureà

In fact F. A. Shurtleff A Co., the drug
gists have a certain hair restorer called
Parisian Sage which costs only 50 cent*
a large bottle that is guaranteed to cure
dandruff in two weeks or money back.
Parisian Sage is the discovery of au
eminent student, scientist and specialist,
and ie made In this country only by th'
Oirouz Mfg. Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
Parisian Sage is a most pleasant, dain
tily perfumed hair dressing, and beside*
curing dandruff, your druggist will re
turn your money if it fails to stop falling
hair or itching of the scalp.
It will make hair grow, and women
who desire soft, beautiful and luxuriant
hair can have it in two weeks by using
this famous, quick acting preparation.
It is not sticky or greasy.

A Dead Stomach.
Of What Use Is ItP

yes hundreds of thousands of people throughout America are
taking the slow death treatment daily.
They are murderiog their own stomach, the best friend they bave, and in
their sublime ignorance they think they
are putting aside the laws of nature.
This is no sensational statement: it is
a startling fact, the truth of which any
honorable physician will not deny.
These thousands of people are swal
lowing daily huge quantities of pepsin
and other strong digesters, made especially to digest the food in the stomach
without any aid at all from the digestive
membrane of the stomach.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets relieve distressed stomach in Ave minutes; they do
more.
Taken regularly for a few weeks
they build up the run down stomach and
make it strong enough to digest its own

Thousands?

Then indigestion, belching,

food.

stomach and headache will go.

Mi-o-na stomach tablets

are

sour

sold by

P. A
Shurtleff Λ Co., who guarantee their·.
50 cents a box.
Booth's Pills cure constipation, 25c.

druggists everywhere and by

Mar. 26.
Saturday,
Κ
have anything

you
you wish to have sold
at this sale give me
your list, that property
may go into the adver-

tising.

A. D. PARK,
Auctioneer.

I

Kilkenny Cat·.

When are your eyes no eyes? When
the wind makes them water.
What Is erery one doing at the (mm*
time7 Growing older.

old log or stump unil makes a hiiuk
nest tbere. Sometimes It digs a burrow In tbe oartb η inoug tbe roots of a
If you look for these small
tree.
homes, do doubt you can find them.
Ln tbe autumn tbe chipmunk works
very hard. Then It lays up its winter
food of nuts and grains. Nature baa
given It two large pouches or skin bags
on the Inside of Its cheeks, one on eucb
side, and lu these tbe animal carries
It la stored
to Its den the winter food.
away as curefully as tbe farmer stores
his corn and upples.
The chipmunk knows, too. In some
queer way Just where nuts are most
abundant in autumn. If tbere are uot
many In a given spot, you will scarcely
see α chipmunk, but if the supply Is
no

tbe musk· Is soft, then she knows sh.·
Is very near, and when the musk·
ceases altogether she knows that she
has found the object she was intended
to look for.

Feb. 28 to

·Μ·ΟΤ

on

PARKER'S
H AIR BAL8AM

Cleanse· «.nd b«amiiie» tin hair.
Promote· a Iniuriant growth.
ΝβτβΓ rule to liestor· Or«y
Β air to ita youthful Color.
Cuw vrmlp diseases a hair falling.
IQc.md 11X0 at l)nml»ts

Notice.

any.

were

IN

large lot of property,

They fussed, and they fit.
They quarreled and bit.
Until Instead of three cats there weren't

some

LUNC8

FOR 08ϋίΓ

There once were three eat· of Kilkenny,
Who of friends had not gat many.

finding

the

AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

the object the next time.

ornament or

So. Paris.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

bright red. Beginning

out

moad.

Tribune.

ΓΟι. RA 7DT—

wi™

Sh· Come·, She Come·.
This game becomes more Interesting
wltb the number of the players. One
player sclccte some object In plain
light aud tells the other players the
Wtter It begins with. The player who
guesses correctly Is the on· to select

and tbe rest

shoes are

KILLthe COUCH

Chipmunk.

room,

Douglas

—

titles and joining forces with General
Scbofleld at Goldiboro, N. C. Thence
he moved still farther northward with
tbe idea of wiping out Johnston's
North Carolina army and of co-operating wltb Grant against Lee at Rich-

letting it slip out tbat you

W. L

«'ΛΙ'ΎΙΟΜ
W, I. Ifciiigl.-u nain·· Kid price Is
'..mp.il ..n ih·· NiUuin to prole·*· ilir wratrr attaintt
■•■•ll |iri<-** iiii't ιη(ι·π.·Γ ulio··*. Tnkr .\'« Mubatlnot for sale In your
•ni·, jf W. I. Lk»iL-l.i» »li
···»*, wrlli· for Mill ordorCal.tlo#. W. L. Douglas,

bis array, tben marched
northward through tbe heart of a hostile land, compelling Charleston to surrender. capturing Columbia and other

neighbors?"

If you could visit our large factories
Brockton, Mass., and see for yourself

how

provision

two."—Chicago

Eyelets Used

Their excellent

Habits of the

gutberlng

ME.,

Notice is hereby given that the annual meetli.
9f the corporation of South Paris Savings Ilat..
For the election of officers for the ensuing ye»
will be held at Its banking rooms tn South l'sr
on Thursday, March 24,1910, at two o'clock r. ν
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Secretary.
10 U
South Parts, Me., March 1,1910.

$2.00

made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other makes.

vannah.
having
lost since leaving Atlanta only 63 killed and 245 wounded.
Not content to rest on his laurels,
Sherman waited only long enough to

Bunched HI· Blunders.
"John," said Mrs. Billus after tbe
ealler bad gone away, "I wish you
wouldn't buncb your blunders so."
"What do you mean. Maria?" asked
Mr. Billus.
"I didn't mind your telling her tbat
you were ten years older than I, but
you followed it up a minute later by

TO

ANNUAL MEETING.

Shoes

at

I

j

PARIS,

South Paris

Boys'

will see from Ibis how much better
It Is to learn to swim when one Is
It seems another
young and small.
odd fact that children are often naturally far more fearless than grown

itary
them ttiey start down a mountain side
forced position after position ot the
Abysses
at a fearful rate of speed.
Confédérales.
hundreds of feet deep fill in wiuier
Un July 1" the last obstacle was
with snow, which freezes over, and
Itassed and the direct attack upon At- the skeer takes a great leap over a
The
Confederate
lanta begun.
govprecipice and slides upon this snow
ernment meantime had expressed Itfaster than an express train can go.
self dissatisfied with what it termed
We Americans think ours Is a very
"JohnstoD's retreating policy" and his
Intelligent countryj but the fact Is that
"failure to arrest the advauce of the
Norway is ahead of us In this
enemy." So Ueueral Hood took tils ; faraway All over the country there
respect.
;
even
with
was
defeated
Hood
place.
has been for years a compulsory edugreater ease and frequency tliau JohnWhen children are not
cation law.
him
Sherman
brushed
ston had been.
to school regularly their parents
sent
aside (after beatiug him In severe batare fined heavily, so that you never
tles at 1'each Tree Creek. Kzra Church
find a Norwegian boy or girl who has
and elsewherei and on Sept. 1 forced
sense that Is unable to read and
the Confederates to evacuate Atlanta. ! good
at the age of fourteen.
"Atlanta Is ours and fairly won!" write
! Statistics show there Ls less Illiteracy
Presivictor
to
the
curtly telegraphed
In Norway than in any other civilized
dent Lincoln.
There Is less drunkenness.
Hood, having fa lied to stop the t η ion country.
than in the United States,
march to Atlanta, tried a counter- too.
ι
move.
He hurried into Tennessee to
base
ot
communicaoff
cut
Sherman's
tions.
Shermau did not fall into the
trap. He did not turn back from his
course to pursue Hood, but marched
onward toward the sea. merely sending General Thomas to the defense of
Tennessee. Thomas and Hood met lu
a terrific two day battle at Nashville
A bright little creature you nre alHood was utterly routed. i
Dec. 15-10.
most sure to see iu an.% walk along
Thomas pursued bim uight and day
roads Is the chipmunk, or
until the whole fugitive Confederate country
ground squirrel. It Is one of (he pretarmy was destroyed. Hood's actlou In
uiost «(tractive of the rodents or
drawing off his troops iuto Tennessee tiest,
It Is of the warm, soft
loft Georgia almost without defense, guawers.
color of the earth and has dark
brown
aud the rest of Sherman's march to
Its back. It 19
the sea was literally a triumphal prog- and white stripes along
I about six Inches long.
If you step
ress.
without maklug a noise, this lltThrough the conquered state passed ! along
uver
(be victorious northern army. feeding tie creature will skip fearlessly
Itself luxuriously from the produce of the fences at the roadside. It seems to
the kind
the country along which it passed. At like stone walls, especially
with places
Fort .McAllister it was opposed, but that are roughly laid up,
bide In
carried the place by Ktorm. Sherman's among the stones where it can
case of daitger.
men in five weeks
The chipmunk belougs to the squirmarched upward
rel tribe, but prefers the ground to
of 300 miles, durtrees as a place of residence, although
lug which time
it can run up these like lightning when
uo news of tliein
It gets its uame ol
it wants to.
reached the
ground squirrel from the.fact that it
north.
So ο η e
likes to live close to the ground.
knew what had
If you cuu take time to watch the
become
of
the
chipmunk you will tlnd It after awhile
great invader uudiving into Its home. The small creatli scouts at last
ture scrapes with lis paws a hollow In
worked their way
with messages
past the intervening Confederate line·.
On Dec. 21 Sherman entered Sa«Oman's mabcit.

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

After the met ha ti lea I movements are
thoroughly learned by the sailor upon
til·· deck of bis ship he is obliged
every morning to attend swimming
drill in the water. Tanks or pools of
w

—

William Tell

roarlously.

during their short summer. But In
was not unlike a series «if football
winter Norwegian boys and girls go
beaten
ever
Johnston
II
U
ces.
being
pi
skeeing as soon as they are old enough.
as
Sherman
farther
and
back.
farther
They strap to each foot something that
constantly advancing, with not a sin- looks like a long sled runner; then
gle real setback. Ky force and t».v milwith a pole In their hands to balance
shrewdness the Union general

I have explored tbe artisans' quarten
by day and late ut night. There is not
a single spot In the whole of Copcn
bagen that could be compared even re
raotely to the slums in our large
towns. There are no unemployed hang
lug about the street corners, no unkempt women standing Idly at tbe
doors, no ragged and dirty children
playing In the gutter. There are no
dirty bouses, wltb dirty or brokeu
windows, mended with bits of paper,
and a ragged apron or a torn bedclotb
doing duty for a curtain.—Denmark
Letter in London Express.

SYSTEM

FROM

PACIFIC COAST POINTS,

--

movement of the ιιππη and to ki< k out
wltb bis lege. It ix a humorous spec
tacle to see a big mtiii lying upon Ills
stomach across a stool and kicking
and waving his arms aliout In a fool
isb fashion, hut It has Ιη'«·ιι found thai

|

SOUTH

PARKS

Beat Estate

about

No Beggars In Copenhagen.
Copenhagen Is a city of Γ»0ϋ,000 11
habitants.
During η week's stay I
have seen no seller of matches ot
boot laces, uo gutter merchant, u·
blind or other atlllcted persons about
the streets asking for alms—not on»
slugle sign of distress due to poverty

LOW

RAILWAY

Dutchess Fire Insurance

bright air. Besides picking up stones,
they tend cattle and sheep and gather
The very amusements of
firewood.
these strong, fiery natured Norwegian

I

GRAND TRUNK

Pougbkeepsle.

seut Sherman to subdue the former
and to take the all important provision
and military base of Atlanta. In April.
18<M. Sherman left Chattanooga and
liegan the wonderful march which was
destined to live forever Ιιι song and
couslsted

"off"—head

ache·—breath ii bad.
Relieves conitipation, bil-

balred man waa
General W. T.
Sherman.
Early keeps." They are kept busy through
In the war bis the spring, summer and autumn, and
and foresight had all their work is outdoors in the pure

said at least 200.000 were necessary.
Grant alone had appreciated Sherman's prowess, and the two had worked side by side In the subjugation of
the southwest. So It was that Grant,
becoming commander in chief, early In
1804 not only gave Sherman command
of the army In the southwest, but
chose him for the hard task of Invading Georgia. General Johnston's army
in that state aud L»e's in Virginia
were the two most potent sources of
strength now to the Confederacy. So
while Grant attacked the latter he

i

"Take It when

your stomach'·

frost hae laid them bare.
In picking up these stones the Norwegian children get their first physical
training, and it is a training "for

career. His opinion
bad been asked as to bow maoy soldiers would be needed to quell the
Confederacy In the southwest. He

-ttory.

TRUE'Sl

1

stead of soap.

862.—Progressive Enigmas.

LBABT

them.—Harper's

Hints.

I
The children seem to 1234567
their father's talent, but 12 3 4 5 C7
ta more noticeable.

SON,

butter

Try mending broken dishes and wooden ware with liquid court piaster.

try imitations.

S. P. MAXIM &

always popular.

come

that

than

are

navy
watbey Lad been tumbled iuto deep
enlisted
ter. rinding how few of tbe
swim,
men uf the British uuvy could

There is no
by a «round the tiny farms.
balred, need of these wails, but sometimes
to
grim faced man tbey ure innde six feet high, Just
who declared that Bud α place to put the stones. Again,
No matthe Confederacy the rocks are piled In a heap.

His expedition
White bread-and-butter sandwiches cut
Apunst
men and 'J54 cnnuon.
carefully studied.
into triangles and Boston brown bread !M),tMK)
7. My burden verily is greater than and cream cheese sandwiches cut into him Johnston could optstse only icmnni
Milt the Confederate :ea<1er
I can bear.
semicircles form a pretty combination, troops.
8. Id setting the stove make the zinc and are known by some housekeepers as had the advantage of a series of
"blond and brunette sandwiches." Be- strongly intrenched positions behind
level and straight.
of hot
In and was. moreover, in
Θ. You may eat scrambled eggs or sides these there may be a plate
which to
These are delicious and form his own
scones.
i lie rival forces
omelet
territory,
the
at
feature
an attractive
up-to-date met tirst at liatton on May 14. aud
10. With preat pomp aristocracy
tea. If possible, tbey should be made
takes Its alrlug Id the park drives.
Johnston was driven back to ttesaca.
at home and split and buttered just be11. Once uuder the social ban, you fore
Attacked there on May 1ft. the ( oilthe
to
They
drawing-room.
sending
At
cannot escape.
federates withdrew to Cass vine.
are easily made, but must be baked in
12. To a bargain sale mea oever go.
relays, that fresh ones may be brought every step of their retreat Sherman
in as soon as the preceding supply be- followed up I lie flying foe closely. It

ι

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

from

Simple sandwiches

No. 859.—Puzzle Sum.

itors. not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help ard counsel as well. We
solicit your business and pledge ourselves to serve
your interests faithfully and well.

OF

3. Either must the arm be sinewy oi
knee joint limber.
4. For ailment stomachic α good
laugh is best.
5. We played blind man's buff a long
time.
β. The religion of Hindu, Luther

MONEY.

YOUR

FOR

United

one.

CAN BE SEEN AT OUR GARAGE, 58 FORE STREET

means a

In

No. 858.—Concealed Cities
States.

"Unless the kettle boiling be
Filling the teapot spoils the tea."
Therefore, the connoisseur wants to be
sure that the steaming liquid poured
leaves she uses is
upon the high-priced
more than "scalding hot."
With the kettle on the table must be
the teapot, canister, sugar-bowl, creamer,
and a dish of sliced lemon for those
who prefer the acid flavor to the smoothThe cups
ness imparted by rich cream.
and saucers are arranged within easy
reach of the person who "pours," and on
the table may be a pile of plates, each
one provided with a small napkin or
doily. Many hostesses omit these plates,
and they are, after all, a matter of taste,
although where there are several kinds
of sandwiches or cakes the guest finds
them a convenience.

3
We

PEERLESS TONNEAU
CORBIN TONNEAU
POPE TOLEDO RUNABOUT KNOX S PORTABOUT
KNOX TONNEAU
POPE TOLEDO TONNEAU
TONNEAU
WINTON
STANLEY 1909 ROADSTER
6
Two STEVENS-DURYEA Cyl.TONNEAUS and others

OVERHAULED AND PAINTED

f

cat;
My first, 'tis said,
My last's sometimes an exclamation;
My whole In ancient gardens grew
For children's delectation.

857.—Anagrams.
(Article of men's apparel.)
2. Sanoo plant
Cora votes.

(

tea

will kill a

pick

1st)

achieved
tall, red

this should be the

on

Until a couple of years ago a magirl must
of ereu tlie seameu of the Brit·
jority
old enough
would bave drowned If

ftj the largest in Norway. The farmer
lontrives uiany plans to get them out
of the way. The foundations of all
buildings are of stone and made very
Then stone walls are built
wide.

feat of 1864 waa

coffee or chocolate is to be served another friend may be asked to pour this. The
second beverage Is not necessary, as the
one for which the function is named is
sufficient and is generally liked.
The table must be covered with a
kettle with an alcohol lamp to insure
a constant supply of boiling water to replenish the teapot or to weaken the
liquid already poured. In some homes
the maid is supposed to bring in freshly
but
boiling water as often as required,finds
the particular housewife usually
that the water which she boils herself is
more certain tban that carried from the

the Sea.

iHB moet Important

the corner of the drawing-room
dining-room or library opening
drawing-room. If the hostess expects
a friend to
many callers, she should ask
preside over the tea urn or kettle. If

pretty cloth, and

to

and

work so coon as they are
stones
up stones. The crop of

lo

By Albeit Pijnoo Tefhuoe

in the
from the

IL

STATE AGENTS

man's March

or

Eats away.

The Norwegian boy

XLII.-Civil War-Sher-

should be oalled a reception.
For the genuine five-o'clock afternoon
affair the preparations need not be
elaborate. The tea-table may stand in

No. 855.—Charade·.
L
Do you visit my first tonight.
Then awhUe at my second tarry.
That no thought may oppress
In regard to your dress.
And my whole please -remember to carry·

THE PORTLAND CO.

Boys and Girls Swimming
The Wars of
Dry Land.
Of Norway.
Our Country.
on

—■ι

TOWN OF PARI8.
Every owner or breeder of a dog more than
four months oM, shall annually, before (he flrtt
day of Aprtl, csuae It to be registered, numbered,

Catarrii

^ No stomach doting—breathe thepleasant,
healing, germ-killing ait of Hyomei, and cure
CATA1IH, COUGHS. COLDS. CtOOF.
SOKE THROAT. BKOWCHITfS. CTC.

4 Complete outfit, including hard rubber inhaler, $1.00, on money-back plan. Extra
bottle* SÛc. DruggaU ereywD·*·, aad by
F.

SHURTLEFF

A.

Λ

CO.

HILLS,

Jeweler end Graduate

Optioien.

described

snd licensed for one year. In the ofllce
of the town clerk. In (ho town where the dog
Ih kept, and shall keep around tta neck a collar
distinctly msrked with the owner'· name and
Whoever keeps a dog
lu registered number.
contrary to the foregoing nrovlelon shall forfeit ten dollars, one-naif or which shall go to
any complainant and one-half to the treasury
of the town, snd all dogs not licensed according
to law shall forthwith Go killed.
WILLIAM J. WHEELER, Town Clerk.
11-13
Parts, March 14,1910.

FOR
SEED

SALE~

POTATOES.

Good, «elected. World'· Fair and Carman potatoes from the crop that took the tint prize In
the 1«09 contcst for largest number of good,
merchsntable potatoes raised on a single acre
These potatoes were
In the town of Parts.
thoroughly sprayed. They are good and strong,
white, mesly, fine flavored and free from rurt,
rot or blight.
Price «eventy-flve cent· per bushel, caah with
the order. Delivered free at .South Paris.
Addrese, A. L. ΑΒΙΙΟΤΓ,
Utf
Long Look Farm, Part·, Me.

For Rent.

on Paris I till for
rooms and two bath

Furnished House

the coming
room·, hot

Ten
and cold water, hard wood floors throughout,
Sejond story piazza,
open fires and furnace.
One views. Tsble board may be obtained withlo
and tennis near.
Golf
distance.
short
very
This bouse was formerly known as the Forbes
remodeled.
been
and
has
entirely
place
Address, CH A RLE8 K. CASK.
92 William» St., New Tork.
Or Wastes L. Ghat, South Pa Is, Me. '· Utf
summer.

FOR SALE.

farm, one mile out from the village,
telephone Une. Scenery that feed· the mind,
■oil that feeds the body. House, ell, shed and
barn connected. Spring that never tails. Price
11000 and no back talk.
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the owner two
J. N. IRISH.
mile· below.
lOtt
Bacusld, Me., March », M0.
A 40

on

sere

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,;L

High Grade
in

Crayon,

Portrait Work

Water

color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFS,
Nichols St.f

SOUTH PARIS.

J

